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Frank_Reade, Jr.'s Marvelous Adventures
in the Deep Sea.
'

A WONDERFUL STORY OE A SUBMARINE VOYAGE.
I

I

. By

11

/

NONAME,"

Author of' " Astray in the Salvas; or, The Wild Experiences of Frank Reade, Jr., Barney and Pomp, in South
• America with the Electric Cab," ''Under the Indian Ocean with 'Frank Reade, Jr.," etc., etc.

CHAPTER I.
,A BTI\ANGE STORY OF THE DEEP lEA.

'

" I BELIEVE that the 'Gofden City of Katonda was no myth. Morgan, Black beard, and such fello~s-na we read of In the ordln1.rv historical volume, were by no means)the only pirates of fame and fortune
who made a rendezvous In the. reef bound cays of the Caribbean
Sea."
, ' I
The speaker was a white bearded, etudious looking old mnn, who
wore gold bowed glasses, and had a most distinguished and scholarly
.air.
He was Prof. PentiQw of the American Society of Exploration. In
fact, he was president of this society.
At the moment he stood in 'the lobby of the Fifth Avenue Hotel In
New York City.
.
.
The gentleman to whom he addreiiSed the above aurprlslng remarks
was young and handsome, wealthy, and what was more, a genius.
· He was Frank Reaae, Jr., perhaps the most famous inventor the
world ever saw.
Tb,e young mventor waa Instantly interested In the statement of
Prof. Pentlow.
'
" I am much of your opinion mvseU, Prof. Pentlow," he said-" at
least, so far as the ph.;ates are concerned. The Caribbean Sea for.
c ished a splendid retreat for freebooters, and the cays, as you say,
were a line rendez.vous.''
" History will vouch for all that," declared the learned man, " but
many consider the story of Kat11nda aa a fable or a legend.''
•· Then you believe it true!"
"I canno~see why it should be doubted," declared tbe professor.
" The evidence of Captain Bunce, who was a reliable man, ought not
t o be set entirely aside.''
·
"I am not exactly familiar wltb the story," began Frank.
"Ob, you are not? Would yon like to have it in its entirety, and
backed by such evidence as l have been able to procure!"
"Indeed I should," replied Frank, "if It will not be too great a
t ask for you to recite it." •
"It will be a pleasu~e!" cried the professor, rubbing bit bands ea.gerly. "Perhaps I cab interest you In the scheme of my life."
"Ah, indeed!"
"But we are In too rioisy a place here. Will you not come to my
~oom where we may .be retiredf'
"With pleasure."

A moment later they were In the elevator and on their way to the
professor's room.
This was on the Twenty-third street side of the hotel, and far
enough up to be aloof from the noise or the busy street.
The professor proceeded to extract from a desK a pile or musty
time-stained papers.
Some were maps and some were plainly enough ancient records.
These he spread upon a large table and then seated himself oppo·
site Frank.
"To begin," be said briskly, "here are the valuable records or
the affair, and they came into my hands legitimately and have been
carefully preserved by me. They were the property of a very age<l
man who claimed to be a descendant or Captain Bunce, and who
upou his death . bed sent for me, having no living relative, and made
me his heir In consideration of some kindn6SS I bad done him. The
heritage was only these ancient documents, bot I took my chances
and buried the poor old gentleman at my own expense, which act I
would in all charity have performed anyway.''
.
" That was true pbllantbrop , " said Frank. " No doubt your re•
ward will come.''
"It'has come already, even if no further benefit is derived from
these ancient documents. But now to the story: It is told by Cap·
tain Bunce of the English frigate Osprey, in the form of a · narrative
with sworn atlldavits of members or his crew.
"It Is ·very volommous, and to read it In its rambling verbose
form, would require too much time, so I will narrate the story in my
own manner, and as taken from his narrative.
"'l'be Osprey bad been commissioned to cruise in the Golf of Mexi·
co, and to sink every pirate vessel which It could lind. No quarter
was to be given to crew or vessel.
" These were the king's orders, and the Osprey was well equipped
for the purpose. But the freebooters of these seas were too w11y to be
·
easily caught.
" Their light-winged rakish ves1els would slip away from the clumsy
frigate with ease. However, the doughty Bunce chased six of the
light-winged craft Into the Bay of Honduras, and "rounded them up,"
so to speak, not far from the present locality of Belize.
" These six pirate vessels were a lleet, and unlike the usual custom,
kept together. The man-of-war could have vanquished them all In a
fair light, but they did not give her any chance.
" This irritated Bulice and be made every effort to close with them.
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Bnt in spite of all his efforts they sllpp!•d by him in a gale one dark
n~ght nod vaolsbe~ out to sea.
" 'l'he next morning, however, n small boat wne observed riding the
waves oot fur distant. It bad a single occupant. The boat was without oars, and it and \1.8 occupant were wholly at the mercy of wind
and wave.
" The Osprey's long bont was sent out to pick up the castaway. He
proved to b!l a Spnmard, Alfonso Castanella, and one of the crew of
the pirate lleet.
"He had been punished by his captain and sentenced to be hung at
the ~ard-arm lor mutiny. But at night, just before the time of execu·
tlon, be succet~ded in escaping from the hold, and lowering one of the
boats, set bimsel! adrift.
"Alfonso did not hesitate to tell all be knew about his brother freebooters, and the tale he told was indeed a strange one.
" The six pirate vessels be declared were the Don, the Muriel, the
Isnbella, the Marla, the Veneta and the Castello. 'l'be six captains
were all powerful black-bearded meu of ferocious temper, nod were
brother d.
•• Their Qames were Don Mie:oel, Don Alfo, Colombo, Varian, Fllrnando and Mahino. 'l'hey carne of the family De Medina, exiles of Syein,
aDd under royal ban. They were freebooters not on!) by nature or
from choice, bot necessity us well.
"For ten years they bad ravaged t.he western seas and they bad
made a terrible name. But they bad come Into the Caribheau Sea, as
Al!onso Cnstanella declared, to win tlle prize which hundreds or freebooters before tberr. hnd tried in vnin for.
"In the Medusa C••ys was an isle upon which dwelt a very intelligent and powerful tribe of natives. They were probably kin of that
mighty race which founded and built the tremendous city of Paleuque
and others.
"Upon this Cay in the limpid waters of the Caribbenn they had
founded a city cnlled Katunda. It was truly u city of gold.
·
" As repute bnd it, even tbe houses were washed with gold, and
jewels ·were set In the doors of the dwellings.
The Katunda people
were immensely wealthy, ns the Isle itself wne n liternl gold mine.
" The cupidity of the bold six brothers D Medina wu of course
aroused. It became their one great nlm to conquer the city of Katunda.
"The barbaric natives, however, were good Jl~hters, und thus far
all freebooters hnd been repelled. But Dou Alfo and his brother swore
by their henrts' blood to conquer Kntunda or leave their bones nt its
door.
" Learning all this, Captain Bunce of course set sail for the Cny of
Kntunda. His purpose wns of course to render the natives nil the help
in his power.
" The Osprey sailed due eastwnrd. For a day and n night abe
kept on. Tile Cny of Katunda should be in sight; but It was not.
"An object In the dls.ance caught the gnze of the lookout. As the
11hlp drew nenrer a man wns seen clinging to n heap of wreckage. Alfonso Castnnella was Intensely ·excited and leaning over the rnil,
· .abouted:
"It Is my brother Ilarlo. Saioi.B preserve us, what bns happened
110w!"

The drifting man was taken aboard nnd proceeded to give an
:astounding nnrrative.
"He said tbnt as ~he six pirate vessels came into the harbor of
Kntunda and opened lire upon the town, there was n tremendous
<~~hock and the whole island and citv sank into the sea. The six ships,
-embraced in the whirlpool, all foundered and went down. So far as
he knew he was the only 110rvlvor. and bow he bad ..vaped be knew
not, ·but regarded It liS a miracle attributnble to the grace of the Holy
Mother of Madrid."
Professor Pentlow paused a moment to rendjust some of his papers,
then resumed:
"This is the whole story, Frank, I leave it to you to draw all con<Clusions. The six Punken pirntes and the city of Kntunda nre fathoms
-deep in the Caribbean, but their exact locntion is not known to livlug
man."
•
Frank drew a deep breath.
" Then you really place credence in this chronicle!" be asked.
" 01 course I dol" replied Peotlow, with some asperity.
"It is n wonderful nnrrative,'' said Frnnk. "And if ·the sunken
-vessels could he found--"
"An. immense fortune could be reaped," declared the professor,
with glittering eyeballs.
" Hnve you thought of any plap hy which to recover the treasure!"
naked Fronk.
"I!" exclnimed the professor. " It ie not in my power. There is
but one man in this country who can recover that trensure."
"And he--"
" Is yourself!" •
"Indeed!"
" It ie true. You nre the inventor and owner of a submarine boat.
Witb that land In no other WnJ can the lost city or Katundn and Its
. treasures be found."

....
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CHAPTER II.
THE NEW SUBMARINE BOAT,

PENTLOW was very much in enrnest, as could be seen. His words
were extremely forcible.
It was true, as he had declared, thnt Frank Reade, Jr., wns the
owner and inventor o! the submarine boat.
'
To him might be accredited the honor of hnving solved the prob~
!em of submarine navigation. This wns surely no light achtevement.
Frnnk was cool and mntter of fact ns he said:
"That is a pretty strong stntement to make, professor. Could not
the sunken isle be renched by means of divers!"
"Possibly, but the main problem is to find it. This could be made
a certaiotv witll the submarine boat."
The professor, altern moment's reflection, continued:
1
" I would not have you misuuderstanJ. me. This Is not a sobter•
luge of mine to enlist your services In my enterprise. The idea bas
never until this moment .mggested itself to me."
"That statement Is unnecessnry," ~aid Frank. "I do not suspect
you of such a motive. To tell the truth, professor, I am very much
interested 1a your story. In fact, I incline to your belief that the
sunken isle could be round with the assistance of the submarine
boat.''
"Just sol" cried the professor, eagerly. Then he checked himself.
Frnn k read his mind.
He had not the moral or physicnl courage to ask for that which was
the grentest desire of his life. 'l'be young inventor smiled.
"Pentlow," he sn1<!, quietly, "I know what you are thinking of."
"Eh!" ejaculated the explo1er.
" Now I'll tell von what to do. Yon have never seen my submarine
wonder, have you!"
"Never!"
" Then run out to Readestown Thursday, this week, and I will
glndly show it to you. We wlllthen-have a little talk.''
Pentlow reached over and grasped Frank's hand eagerly.
" I'll do it," he cried; "of course I will. And we will tnve a talk."
•• Yes."

The subject was not mentioned agnln. A few cneual remarks upon
'
other subjects were made nnd then Frank took his leave.
All the wny home to Readestown Frank snt in the . corner of the
Puli.Jnan car buried in the deepest of study.
When home wns reached he was quickly at his post in the great
machine -works where all his wonderful Inventions were perfected.
As he entered hie private draughting-room a comicnl little negro
dodged in front of him with n scrape and a bow.
" Howdy, Marse Frankl DreU'ul glnd to see yo' back. Hopes yo'
fin' eberyll.ng ali right here, Pnh!''
"Pomp," snid Fran~ suddenly, "go over to the geographical
room and bring me a clfarl. of the Caribbean Sea.''
" All ri!fbt, sab. But, sub--" •
"Well!'
" Does yo' fink we Is gwine fo' n v'yage on de Sea Mole a!o' long?
I jes' loike to know, sah, fo' I made a lilly bet wi! dat l'isbman Barney
O'Shea dnt--"
'
" Arrah, an' the more fool me fer the doin' av it, for If yez lost it
yez wud nlver pay it, bnd ce9s to yez!"
Jt was a rich brcgue which Interrupted the dnrkey, and n sturdy eon
of the Emerald Isle nppenred on the 1cene, with a comical mug nod a
shock of red bnir.
He bowed before Frank.
" Top av the day to yez, Mist her Frank. It's glad I am to see YPZ
home."
"The same to you, Barney,'' replied the young inventor. " As to
your wager, I will say the Sen Mole will likely be very quickly put in
commission. Now, Pomp, the chart, lively!"
"Arrab, now, an' phwnt did I tell yez, naygurl" roared Barney,
making a bill at· the darkey. " Shure, yez kin pay thnt bet now or
take a !oine bating!''
.
"Hub 1 don' yo' fool yo'se'!, chile," ecoftea Pomp, as be made oft on .
Ills errand. "Dar ain't no suttiuty in it, !o' de Sea Mole ain't gone
yit!"
" That's lolke yez, an' a !oine wuy to crawl out av the serape,''
roared Barney, then scrnping to Frank, "shore, I'm at your service,
w~"

'

"Barney," said Frank, impressively, "circulate no reports, but go
qoiatly at work to get the Sea .Mole ready for a voynge. Do you

~r

.

The Celt ducked his bead.
"Tbnt'a pbwat I was give me two eyes lor, sor," he replied. "I'll
do jist pbwat yez,tell me."
And with this he vanished.
Barney ned Pomp were Frank's two most trusted employees. Indeed be would have been lost without tLem.
The dnvs until Thursday cnme were occupied with certain secret
and mysterious work in the big yard of the machine works.
Great vane loaded with provisions drove through the gates. A few
of the t!lwn gossips tried to Hod out whnt was going on.
But they were unable to•
And all the while the work went on. Thuraday came and !rom tbe
.
noon trnln a distinguished looKing man alighted.
It wns Dean Pentlow, the famous traveler, explorer and scie.-.lst.
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He jumped into a carriage in waiting and was driven nt'"once to the
machine works.
As tue carriage passed through the big gate Frank met the professor, and a moment Inter they were In the private otfice having an ani·
mated discussion.
" I have hardly dared hope that you would decide favorably,'' began
Pentlow. But Frank said bluntly:
"I have made up my mind; In fact, I made it up then."
"Ahl"
"We will go.''
Pentlow gave a little leap In the air nod a cry of joy.
"Hurrah!" he shouted, "it will be the biggest undertaking of this
decade!"
·
"That Is saying a good deal,", laughed Frank.
"I don': care 1f i' is; only think or It! Under the Caribbean Sea to
find Six Sunken Pirates and the G:>lden City of Katondal Why, It Is
a marvelous achievement.''
"It will do If we can only find the sunken city," eaid Frank.
, "We shall surely succeed,'' said Pentlow, confidently.
"I am gla.i that you have so much faith.''
"We shall see I"
"But-would you not like to take a look at the submarine boalf'
" Deligll ted, I assure you.''
"Come this way."
Frank led the way across the yard to a big gate. He opened this
and they passed Into a yard beyond.
·
In the center or this ynr.t there was a large basin or tank of water.
In this floated the wonderful craft, known as the submarine boat.
In Its lines the Sen Mole appeared to be unlike any ordinary sailing
craft.
,
It approached more nearly the character of some torpedo boats
owned by the Government. It was of steel so far as the hull went,
and bad a long pointed ram.
Fmnk led the way on board.
The deck was occupied almost entirely by the cabins .and a huge
dome supplied with windows of thickest plate glass, protected by wire
screens.
Two masts rose from tbe deck, though they were not designed to
carry sails, but. as Frank declared, to steady the boat.
Forward over the ram was tt.e }Jilot house.
A search-light or enormous powet· occupied a position in the forward part or the big dome.
Frank and his vleitor walked around the deck, which was protected
b) a guard rail of polished brass.
The forward cabms adjoined the pilot house, and were entered 'Jy
means or a door and a vestibule.
"Now we will enter the c11bin," said Frank. "You will see that I
have spared no expense In making it comfortable.'' ·
"I should say not," agreed Pentlow. "It Is beautifully furnished.''
Indeed, the appointments or the Sea Mole's cabin were fit for a
king, and exceeded all ell·o rts of the Imagination.
There were elegant couches and window seats, the walla were padded with richest satin, and there were brlc·a·brnck and book cases
set In the walls, and In fact, every design for comfort and convenience.
Beneath the skylight of the big dome there was a large dining table
set with the choicest or silver and cut glass.
Pomp was a number one cook, and presided over the galley near by
lu !lrst class style.
Thl'n there were the sleeping bunks and the smoking room, and the
gun room or armory, where were kbpt all sort.s or weapons and ammunition.
"We could not use rifies under water," said Frank, "but we might
go ashore somewhere, you know."
•• Surely," agreed Pentlow, "they are neceeaary adjuncts.''
" So I 'thought."
They now pa88ed down under the pilot house to the engine room.
Here were the atoragtl butteries upon a system or economy in space
which was a secret or Frank's.
The delicate but powerful electrical machinery was a wonderful thing
to Inspect.
This furnished motive power to the boat, and also was di9tribu~
over the craft for various purposes, such as hghtlng and the automatic closing of the big tank which regulated the depression and elevation or the boat.
.
•This waa a skillfully arranged invention. The big tank was connecteo with the sea by means or great tubes. By a system or expansion
the wster could be brought Into the tank in any quantity and almost
instantly.
This would cause the boat to sink slow or fast, or to any required
depth. To raise the boat, the pressure of a button brought electrical pressure to bear and the water was expelled.
In the pilot-house, was a key board. By means , or this the boat
could be guided or propelled, or otherwise regulated.
All thesl.' things Pentlow noted keenly and with commendation;
Then a sudden thought struck him.
"By the way!" he exclaimed, " what do you do for air while you
are under water!"
" We never lack for air," repHed Frank, "because we manufacture

,....,

" Manufacture it!"
'' Certainly.''
•• How can you do thatf'
"Easy enough! Have you not seen my new

pa~e:lt

diving suit

with which a diver can dispense with a lite linef'
"No!"
"Well, fhe principle is, tbnt of generating the purest of oxygen by
means or chemicals. These are placed in a receptacle on tile back or
a diver and the oxygen as manufactured by
e chemicals puBSes
into the reservoir an:i themce iuto the helmet. There is a constant
circulation as a.notber chemical converts the bad air and gases Into
oxygen again."
".By Jupiter!" exclaimed Pentlow, "tha~ is ingenious. And yon
have such a generator aboard thiR cr11ft!"
" We have muny or them. Pipes extend all along the boll and oxygen is kept in constant circulation."
·
"I am sntis!led," cried Pentlow boarsely; "let us lose no time in
making the start.''
" Are you ready!"
" I will go this minute just na I am if you say eo." ,
" Let us wait· until to·morrow morning and then we can get everything ready in the meanwhile.''
.. It is agreed!" cried the profeBSor; "and 1 hope heaven wlil smile
upon our undertaking.''
CHAPTER III.
UNDER

·THE

SEA.

THE next morning the submarine boat was cleared of all landing
planks, and !lonted In the center or the taslo ready for a start.
It is needless to say that Pentlow was one or the first on band. He
announced himself ln readinei!B for the start.
We will not dwell upon the details or this.
Sotfice !t to eay that the submarine boat was propelled down to the
river through a connecting canal and a lock. ·
Then it made 1ts way down the river to tile sea. •
All along tbe river banks there were great crowds or enthusiastic
epeelators. It was a complete ovation all tbe way to the sea.
When the Sea Mole !lnally left the delta of the river and glided into
salt water, the voyagers were all upon . the qui 11ive, especially Pentlow.
The submarine boat raced along over the bounding waves for some
dlstdnce, She looked for all the world like a naval torpedo boat.
All vessels which sighted her made signals whicb indicated that they
believed her In government service. This caused a generul laugh.
"We might masquerade quite ell'ectually if we chose," declared , .
Frank," but as tbie is the first time Lt. at the Sea Mole bas dipped her ·
bows in salt water, let o~ see bow abe will behave In the deep sea."
"Good I" cried the professor. "We are then to have Jl glimpse of
the bed of the ocean.''
"That will be no old story before we ret pro," said Frank; " look
out for yourselves now."
The voyagers were all on t e puler deck at the moment. It became
necessary to get into the cabin in quick order.·
I
·
This was done and then a pressure upon an electric button liermetically sealed the doors and windows.
Frank was at the key bonrd .nnd with a quick movement he suddenly moved a lever to one side. Tttis caused the reservoir valve to open
and iuatanlly the boat bl'gan to sink.
Down she settled, and with a plunge went under the surface.
There was brief darkness.
Then Frank preseed a button, nod instantly a brilliant fiood of
electric light pervaded the cabin or the boat.
The search· light also flashed forth, a.nd made a long vista or radiance down through the water. Down sank the boat.
Down she went with a peculiar jolting aud jarring motion, whicn
·
Frank described as due to tbe resistance or the wa1.4!r.
1
· It seemed as if this would never cease. Frank glanced at the
gauge, and said:
" We are now at a depth or six hundred feet."
"Great Cicero!" exclaimed the profeseor; "she stands the preesure
well!"
•
"Slilrely,'' agreed Frank. "That is what I built her for. We cna
go .very much deeper without feat or harm."
Presently the gauge recorded a thousand feet. Frank now begaa
to look for the bottom.
"We are a fifth or a mile under the surface," he said, "whjch Ia a.
good comfortable distance. I hope we :wlll not have to descend much
further.''
, Just as he finished, a great cry escaped the professor's lips.
" Barrab!'" be shouted, "there It is at last."
Barney rushed to the window and Pomp came up out or the galley;
the sight wbicb tbe voyagers beheld was a cbrioos one.
The bed of the ocean presented a strange nOll wtJd appearance.
There were immense jungles or sea-wee<l, stretches or sand, reefs or
coral and rock, and great varieties or shelllish and !lnny denizens.
These were of every description and size. They were O()t at all
frightened either, btlt came shoaling about the boat, bumping their
curious noses against the wludows as if they longed to gain entrance
to the cabin.
The professor was right in his element.
He devoted his time assiduously to cluselfying and studying them.
But the multifarity of the new species completely appalled l!im.
Frank did not permit tbe boat to touch the bottom, but kept It at
an elevation of twenty or thirty feet. l,n this manner tte submarine
voyagers sailed on.
\
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For many miles under the sea the submarine boat kept on in this
way.
To describe all the wonderful· scenes witnessed would require a
volume.
The tlrst incident of a thrilling sort occurred just as the Sea Mole
was sailing over a long reef.
Then rrom a cavity in the coral formation there darted forth a
strange lookmg monster, half llsb and half crab.
It was extraordinarily swift and agile, and made a powerful rush
for the submarine boat. •
So gigantic was it and so strong that its claws, wrnppeJ about
the steel ram or the Sea Mole, actually brought It Lo the bottom of
the sea.
'
It was anchored effectually, while the strange sea monster began to
crnwl over the bow preparatory to making an attack upon the pilotbouse,
Frank was not especially alarmed, for he could see no special harm
that the rnonster could do tbe boat. Bat It was a hindrance.
The weight or the sea crab was so immense that the boat was completely anchored on the coral reef. Indeed the ram bad caught in a
sect:on or the reef and W&!l wedged quite fast.
· The crab gained ttie forward deck or the boat, and began dealing
the pllot-house aaYage blows with its long arms.
It showed no disposition to abandon the attack, and kept constantly hammering away. Frank could see no speedy way or getting rid
of the monster.
"What an odd species of the crustacean?" cried the professor, "be
is not catalogued or recorded, I know. He is a powerful chap. How
will you get rid of him. Frank!"
"There Is but one way," said Frank, thoughtfully, "and that is to
kill him."
·• 'l'hat don't look to be very easy. How can yeu reach him!"
"Easy enough. Barney and I will put on diving snits and go out
and. attack him.''
" I'm wid yez, Mlstber Frankl" cried the Celt.
But Pentlow looked serious.
" Stop and retlect, Frank," be said; "I would not go if I were
you. That is a dangerous creature to attack."
But Frank laughed. .
·
" He must be got rid of," he said. " Why, he bas almost made
prisoners or us.''
" Bejabera it's bad cess to him whin Mistber Frank an meaiU gltY
afthelllllm," boasted Barney.
The diving aoits were quickly brought. These were an Invention
or Frank's and differed from the ordinary diver's outfit In that no life
line was required, for there was a storage tank for the chemical manufacture and circulation of pure oxygen which the diver carrie\) upon
•
his back.
In a very few moment• Frank and Barney W6re ready to leave t~e
submarine bo,at. The eea crab was •~lll raining Its blows upon the
pilot-house.
The two diverif.were equipped with ,heavy axes und long sharp tipped
lances. 'l'hey stepped Into the vestibule 'l.Dd closed the cabin door.
Then Frank touched a valve which mstantly filled the vestibule with
water. This made lt an easy matter to open the deck door and walk
eat.
Frank understood well the rlak of their undertaking.
He knew that 'here was no slight amount of danger in venturing to
attack the sea crab In his own element.
Therefore be was disposed to proceed with caution.
It was well tb11t he did this.
The monster seemed to spy them almost Instantly. It rolled ita
greenish eyes frightfully and sent one long at·m along the deck,
Baruev made a blow at it with his axe. The blade penetrated for a
moment the thin shell but did not aever the arm.
The Celt wrenched the weapon free and then made another blow at
Ute monster's claw. But this time the crab was too quick and gave
Barney a sweeping blow under the arm.
The Celt went off the deok of the Sea Mole like a puppet.
His fall t~the l!ands below, however, did not hurt him at all, for a
fall under water is always a gentle one.
He regained himself as quickly as he could, and clambered up over
the rllll again.
Then a thrilling sight rewarded hie gaze.
"!lither av Moses I" he gasped. "Mistber Frank is done ror.''
Indeed it seemed so.
'
In some manner the crab had gotten a grip on Frank, and was
drawing him actually Into his capacious maw.
It was a horrible fate-and Barney threw fear and caution away
and rushed blindly to his master's aid.
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He had but one thought, and that was to eave Frank Reade, Jr.
He knew that there was but one chance, aodfthat.all depended on him.
Barney burled his sharp pumted lance full Into the crab's maw; then
he made a savage bi<?W at its eye with the ax,
·
One of the claws or the crnb diverted this blow, and Barney got a
stunning crack upon the skull.
But he was guimng a very great end. He bad caused the crab to
r&lax Its grip partly on Frank Reade, Jr.
This gave Frank a chance to put in some work.
And he did so.
The young inventor freed his right arm and drove his ax full into
the crab's jaws.
It nearly severed a section or them, and caused the monster to
squirm with agony.
What followed was afterwards but a confused remembrance to
Frank and Barney.
They knew that they were In a terrific rough and tumble battle;
that they rained blow after blow upon the roe.
A number of times Frank reared the worst, but fortune favored the
brave, and they were victorious.
A lucky stroke by Barney reached tile creature's brain, and at once
terminated Its career.
The two divers pulled themselves together.
Frank put his helmet close to Barney's and shouted:
"Are you huJ;t?"
"Dlvll a bit!" retorted the Celt.
" Then I think we bad better get back to the submarine boat."
" I'm wid yez, sorl"
So they dJseutangled themselves from the crab's embrace, and made
their way back to the Sea Mole.
All this while Pomp and Pentlow bad been watching the affair from
the cabin of the Sea Mole with varying emotions.
Pomp bad all be could do to keep from disobeying orders and go·
log out in a diving suit himself.
The two victorious di\"ers were quickly in the vestibule.
Olosing the deck door, Frank applied the pnuematic pressure, and
expelled the water from the vestibule. Then be opened the door into
the cabin.
They removed their helmets to be greeted with congratulations.
"Golly, Marse Frank, l'se done glad to' to see yo' bnck all saTe!"
cried Pomp. " Shure I done fo't one while dat you wouldn't glt back
ali be!"
" By Jupiter, that Is right,'' cried Peotlow. "It really looked as lf
the crab wouhl best you both.''
"Begorra, we settled him," cried Barney. "Shure, that's pbwat we
wint out to do.''
"You did well," agreed Pentlow, "but can you afford to take those
risks often!"
· " No,'' replied Frank, decidedly, "hereafter in sailing near the bottom or the ocean we must look for such attacks. The creature mi~~:ht
have wrecked us before it got through."
This terminated the episode. But Frank's orders to keep a little
safer distance from the bottom were obeyed.
The submarine baat for some doya now sailed on without further
mishap or incident.
.
By tbla time they were well Into the Gulf of Kexlco, &od Frank
went to the surface to get his bearings.
The submarine boat came to the surface in a sudden and surprising
manner.
Not only were the submarine Yoyagera astonished at what they beheld, but they were the means of astooisillng others.
The shores of a tropical country were 'seen to the soutbwnrd and
distant not a mile. But not twenty yards to the northward was a
rakish-looking man·o'-war.
Astounded, the submarme voyagers gazed at her blankly a mo·
ment.
She tlew the tlag of Spain. Instantly Frank comprehended the
truth.
" Great Scott!'' he exclaimed. " She Is a Spanish cruiser and is
guarding yonder shore, which is the isle of Cuba!"
"That is the truth," cried Pentlow, " but see what she ls doing."
ThosA on the deck of the Spanish cruiser bad evidently recovered
from their surprise quicker than our friends.
Out from one of her ports ran a long steel gun and a ball in Spanish came from her quarter deck.
" Lay to, senors, or we'll blow you out of the water, Lay to in
the name or the Spanish governmentf'
Frank's band was upon the lever to sink the Sea Mole.
But he paused and wisely. He saw the glitter or the gunner's eye
on the sil!'hts and knew that the shell would strike ~he Sea Mole ere
she could sink:.
This would mean death for all, and sober retlection taught Frank the
wiser course.
CHAPTER lV
"Look out!" gasped Pent\ow; "don't let her tire at us!"
"Whatr• exclaimed Frank, contemptuously; "what right bas she
THE SPANIARDS.
to trouble nsf We are not at war with Spain, I will show her who
THOSE in the cabin or the submarine boat could see the affair as we are!"
well, and they were In a fearfpl state or excitement.
Frank touched a button and lnstnntly a little ball ran up the mast. "My soul!" gasped Pentlow; "that Is the end of Frankl"
bead. At the peak it burst and out fluttered the stars and stripes.
" Golly, why don' dat I'isbman git up dar an'-- HI, bll I done
What effect this bad upon those on board the man·o'-war could not
.
.
be seen at the moment. But presently there came a bail.
tell yo' 1he will do it."
"Torpedo boat, ahoy!"
Pomp's excited exclamation wa9 caused by Barney's plucky rnsh
It was in English.
upon the monster.
Straight Into the creature's embr11ce the daring Celt rushed.
Frank let down the pilot house sash, and replied:

I
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"Ahoy!"
"Yon Jly tho American llagf"
"You can see," replied Frank.
" What does ,the American Government with a torpedo boat in these
watersf' came the stern query.
"With your kind permission," said Frank, ironically, "I will state
that ~bla Ia not a torpedo boat."
" Not a torpedo boaLf"
"No, sir."
" WbaL then is shef' incredulously.
"She is-a-submarine boat."
"Ah, a new form of crafL; it is all the same,"
"But you are dead wrong,'' sa1d Frank, testily, "thia boat is the
property of a private citizen and not of the government. She carries
no guns or armament ant.! her mission is a peaceful one."
IL was evidAnt that this statement was not accepted on board the
Spanish vessel,
Tb11y were not satistied.
\
"Your story may be true, senor,'' came back from the cruiser, "but
there are discrepancies. Your vessel hs.s all the appearance or bearing ~orpedoes. How will you prove that you did not come up under
us for tbe purpose of blowing us up! You may be Americans, but we
believe that you are In league with the Cuban insurgents."
'
"You may believe what you choose," ret-orted Frank, angrily.
" We did not know that you or another craft were in thl8 vicinity
when we came to the surface."
" Do you mean to suy that that boat sails under waterf'
"Certatnly I dol"
" How far hav .. you come under water!"
"Fully two thousand miles!"
" And you ~ay that you did not know or our presence here until you
came to the surface?''
"I have said so once."
" Senor Capitaine, we shall owe you an apology if we have made a
mistake. But you will understand our position. Our nation is at
war. We must regard with suspicion all craft of the character of
yours. Have you any objection to receiving our deck officer!''
"Not in the least," replied Frank. "Let blm como aloagl"
"Thank you, senor."
" It Is the best way out of it," said Frank to Pentlow. " These
Spaniards are hot-headed and not well informed. H we tried to run
away they might really blow us out of the water. But if we provo to
them our true character they will not dare molest us."
"I quite agree with you," declared Pentlow, enrnestly. 11 We can
not afford to be rash.''
The boarding crow of the cruise.r were now rowing toward the submarine boat.
Tbe voyag\)rs went out on deck, and the gangway wns thrown out.
In a very short time the Spanish boat was alongside, and tho officer
of tbe deck came on board.
He was a scrupulously neat and dapper little martinet, and saluted
gracefully.
·
Frank took him over the submarino boat In its entirety. The little
lieutenant bowed servllelv and said:
"So sorry, Senor Capltame, to annoy yoa. We ehall salute your
llag as a mark of regret and apology.''
And the Spanish cruiser lired a salute of six guns, as promised. Our
voyagers were amply satisfied.
·
Frank waved the American llag, and then sent the Sea Mole a trifle
further out to sea.
. He h~d no lnten;ion of landing upon the Cuban isle, or In any way
mterfermg with ill! people. It was not. necessary to take bearings, for
be knew where be was.
11
Due west,'' he said, "will bring us to the coast of Yucatan. Once
in sight of that we will drive southerly and·oasterly Into the Caribbean
Sea.''
"It looks to me," said the professor, "as if we were going to have
a storm."
"Be jabors, that's phwat 1 t·hlnk too," cried Barney. "Shure
Lbere's Ivery lndlca:ion av it.''
"Well, let it como," said Frank, "it cannot harm us."
" Why-" began Lhe profe88or.
" It is easy enough to see. All we have got to do is to go down a
few hundred feet under the surface and we can laugh at the storm."
So the voyagers watched tho oncoming of the hurr1cane with equanImity. It was coming up very rapidly from the southwest.
1
Bat as tber watched, Pentlow caught sight of a sail on the western
honzon. He watched it a moment very Intently and then cried:
"Ae I live I believe that vessel is showing a Jlag of distress. She
iS surely in trouble.''

CHAPTER V.
A REMARKABLE DISCOVERY,

FRANK REA.DB, JR., henrd Pentlow's words and came forward.
" In distress?" he exclaimed; "as I live, I believe you are ril!:ht,
Pentlow. Pomp, bring me my best glass from the forward cab!n.''
"A'rlght, aabl"
The darky very promptly returned with tho glass, and Frank studied
the cat and build of the di1tant craft.

" It is a coasting schooner," l.e said, "and I actually believe she
does lly a signal of distress.''
" What shall we do!" asked Pentlow, anxiously.
" Why-if she needs assistance we would be worse than crimina\
not to aid her,'' said Frank.
"You art~ riaht."
"Barney, hoid the Sea Mole dowu for that vesseL Send up a signal
that we are comifig to help her.''
" All rolgbt, sor."
•
•
Barney obeyed Lho command, and ran a signal up on the Sea Mole's
forward mast. It was evidently seen by the crew of the schooner.
But Pentlow, who had been itatching the schooner w!th doepes~
intereet, now gave a sharp cry:
" We shall have to burry, Frankl As I live, I believe she is sink·
ing fast!''
"Put on ail speed, Barney," said the young Inventor in a low, tense
voice. " Don't spare any effort.''
·
The Sea Mole literally llew over the water. She was a fast sailer,
and rapidly cut down the distance.
But before abe could cover even half the distance there was seen a
long running line of white on the horizon.
It was tho hurricane, and it was coming with the speed of tho
wind.
•
Frnnk rushed into the pilot house and took the wheel from Barney.
"Bejabers, Mist her Frank, I'm afraid we'll niver get, there in toime,"
declared Barney.
"No.'' said Frank tensely. "God help the _poor souls on that
schooner!"
"Mercy! Can we do nothing to save them?" cried Pentlow frantically. "I tell you they are lost If we do not!''
·
Frank crowded on all speed. But he could readily see that it was
all of no avail.
.
The gale cvertook the struggling schooner. She was instantly lost
to slg~t. Then it struck the submarine noat.
For a moment all was confusion. The voyagers llad taken the precaution to retreat to the cabin and Frank closed tbe windows and
doors hermetically.
Then he saw tha~ the storm wns going to tax the strength of the
boat greatly. There was nothing now that could be done for the.
schooner.
.
.
,
·
Great waves ran over the Sea Mole completely engulfing ner at
times. Had she been other than a submarine boat she must have
succumbed to the storm many times.
~'rank llnally decided that the schooner was past any a~d wb1ch he
<:ould render her. So he press~d the tank valve.
Instantly tb& submariQe boat went down under the surface. The
water hero was not at a great depth so that the bottom very soon came
to view.
Frank eent the searcb-ligbt's rays ahead, acd for somewhile tke
submarine boat kept on under tbo sea.
'
' There was much discussion ns tO the probable fate of the schooner• .
"I don't see how she could po,slbly outride the storm," ll&itl Pent·
low. "It Is terrible to think or the fat.e of her crew,. and we unable
to help them.''
"The bed of the ocean Is strewn with unfortunate wrecks," said
Frank. " On my word, I believe there is one now. What! Does no~
that look very much like the schooner?"
Sore enough, right in the search-light's pathw·ay there lay a sunken
ves1el.
.
She was a schooner. Both niaste bad gone by the board, and she
certainly had not been in her p~esent position for long.
"That Is tbe vesaell" cried Pentlow, eagerly. " How awfoll Of
course, her crew went down with her.''
The words bad harely left his lips, when a great cry of horror went
up. It was at an awlol 1spectacle which tbey beheld.
Down through the water there eank a man's form. Even now he.
was beating wildly with his arma.
Doubtless be was one of the crew who had leaped overq&ard with a
life buoy or some support and In ~opes of saving his life.
/ Frank Rende, Jr., acted with marHlous quickness.
Tho submarine boat sbo~ down like a flash to tho spot w.bere the
drowning man lay.
Then Frank quicklv palled from its case a diving helmet sod ci(emical reservoir. He donned it and Bar::~ey donned another.
In a moment more both were in the vesti&ule. It was llooded ·and
then they rushed out on deck.
All this was done with great dispatch. But In a case of drowning
infinitesimal fractions or a second are most vitul.
In a few moments the two divers reached the side of the drowning
vestibule. Into It they
mao. They picked him up and rushed for
leaped and shut the door.
Tbt~ wuter was Instantly expelled and Fronk held the limp form or
the victim or tho sea over his arm.
" Begorra, it's too late, Mist her Frank," cried Barney. " Shure
the poor sowl is dead."
,
•• On my word, I fear that is true," said Frapk. "However, we.
will not give up yet."
f
'
Nor did they.
Every effort was made to"resulicitato the unfortunate man. Several
times it seemed as if be would rally. But eucb time he auffered a re•
lapse.
Time was precious. Vigorously· the rescuers worked.
But in vain.
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They bad been just too late. Tbe man was dead.
He was a man of intelligent features and evidently a Cuban. The
sub.uarine voyagers gave up the attempt with regret.
" It is too bali," said Pentlow, " IC we could only have bad one
minute to spare."
"A minute Is a great lapse of time under water,'' said Frank; "it
may mean life or Jeatb."
.
The question now arose as to wl:at should be done with the body.
It was decided to sew it up, us is done on shipboard, in a blanket and
give it deep sea burial.
This wue done.
The unlortom.\te man was placed In a grave In the sand, Pentlow
assisting Frank and Barney.
Pomp remained on board.
Curiosity prompted the three divers t.o pay a bit of a visit to the
sunken schooner.
It wns seen tha~ abe was a Cuban vessel, probably used for trade
between Jamaica and Havana, and the others of the West India is!·
ands.
To her deck were lashed several of the crew. They bad died manfully at their posts.
In the cabin the bodies of two women, one a negress, and a child,
were found. Search was made for valuables, and a startling di~covery
made.
The craft bad been fishing for pearls In the Caribbean Sea, and several thousand dollars' worth of the beautiful gems were found aboard.
Also a more Important lind was made.
.
This was an t~ntry in her log mude ·in clear, readable Spauish, which
the professor interpreted at the great risk of the leaves melting in the
water.
Thus the entry read:
"June the 25th, 18-.
" This day, Carlo Pedrozo, one of our best long-diatauce divers,
came to the surface with a queer story.
•' He described the street of a sunken city which lay beneath us. It
was beautifully incrusted with coral. The depttl was too great for
Carlo to reach the atreet, but he was able to ~et a good view of it.
" The sunken street was in about 75 dog. 20 min. west longitude, ·
and 13 deg. 17 min. north latitude. Carlo bad no doubt bot that it
was the Golden City. If so, then we shall all make our fortunes, for
with AmeriC•LD diving·snits we can certainly visit the sunken city and
recover the treasure.
" We start now for Key West. One of us will go to New York for
diving-suits and a few months may see us wealthy and happy. Jean
preserve us.''
Pentlow led the way back to the Sea Mole excitedly.
Here the log of the pearl schooner, Isabella, was laid upon a table
and itl!l leaves dried. Then the wonderful narrative was gone over
again.
Perhaps the most excite!\ one or all was Barney.
The Celt turned a flip-flap and crowed with delight.
"Bl!gorra, we air the people!'' be cried. " Sbure there's no huntin'
a!ther the sunken city at all at all!"
"That Is true," said Pentlow, in subdued tones. "Frank, fate bas
put this in our way."
"'l'IJat is not to be denied," said Frank, " but at what a dreadful
cost."
" Oh, there is the pity,'' said Pentlow. " I am sorry for those poor
souls! They were doomed! However, we could not save them, and
thl're is certainly no reason why WEI should not avail ourselves of this
information so strangely given to us."
"We wlll et~rtainly make use of it," said Frank. "I am not in the
least superstitious on that score."
"There is no reason to be," declared Pentlow. "Now that we have
the exact bearings, why not go ahead at full speed, Frankf'
"We will certainly do so,'' ae;reed the young Inventor.
.
So the Slla Mole was taxed to her utmost speed and fairly flew
through the·water. It was not yet deemed saft~ to go to tile surface.
Whether the storm yet raged or not It was not easy to say. But the
Sea Mole kept on under the water.
Mile after mile sped ~y. All that the voyagers could think or talk
nbout now was getting into the Caribbean the quickest way.
And such good progress was made that aft,e r twenty-four hours of
deep sea sailing, Frank said:
"We are In the Caribbean Sea."
"Hurrah! Now ror the sunken city e! Katunda!'' cried Pentlow.
But the words had barely left hill lips when a thrilling thing occur·
red. There was an awful crash and it seemed aa il the boat was com·
log to pieces.

It was posing as if getting another line on the Sea Mole, which was
running rapidly toward it.
"Look out!" yelled Penllow, "it ia coming for us again!"
Frank saw that this was true.
The huge torpedo was coming full speed straight lor the Sea Mole,
bead on.
n tbe young Inventor could have reached the key board at that moment he would have tried to dodge the encounter.
But he was not able to, and the collision came.
Now If that torpedo fish had reckoned upon the character or the obstacle in its path, it would no douot have used more discretion.
The submarine bad a long and powerful steel ram. It was also going wit!( terrific speed.
'l'be torpedo would weigh tons, but of course was not so heavy as
the submarine boat. As a result when they struck there was a sensation.
The ram struck the fish full in its head. There was a shock, a
crushing sensatloc, and the pilot bouse windows were fairly plastered
wit,h blubber.
The Sea Mole staggered, came to a stop and sank to the bed or the
ocean.
The weight of the obstacle upon its ram had overrome the buoyancy of its tank.
"By Jove!'' exclaimed Frank, " we have literally cut our way half
through that fish. It is absolutely pinned upon the ram."
This was true.
The keen steel ram bad passerl literally hall through the torpedo
!rou1 head to tail. It was a terrific course.
·
or course the J:ish was dead. Also the submarine boat was anchored
by its weight.
Until this was removed, they must certainly remain where they
were. This was a moral certainty.
As soon as the voyagers recovered their wits, a consultation was
held.
"Golly!" cr1ed Pomp, "I done fink <lat de Sea Mole am quite a
good success at spearlu' ob fish!"
"You are right, Pomp,'' said Frank, "and it is now a question as
to how we shall get rid of our prize."
I11deed, this pro\'ed to be quite a problell!.
Frank tried backing the engines and dragging the carcass of the
fish over the rough ground.
But this was not successful.
J'inally, he said:
"There is but one way, and that is to pot on the diving suits and
cut It away with axes. It will tak.e time, but we can do nothing else.''
The profeBSor agreed with Frank on this score. So it was decided.
It did not take•long for Barney nod Pomp to put on helmet• and
go out to cut away the incumbrance. Frank did not go, nor did
Pentlow.
The two servitors entered the vestibule. and soon had filled it with
wa~r. Then they opened the outer door and went out on deck.
They wer'3 well equipped with axes aod knives.
Barney led the way over the rall and Pomp followed. They made ·
their way along the bull to the point where the ram penetrated the
fish's carcass.
Then Barney placed his helmet close to Pomp's, nod shouted:
" Begorra, If yez will begin worruk on this soide, I'll begin on the
other. Is It a bargain!"
"It am; sah!" replied Pomp. "Jes' yo' go right ahead an' I'll be
der wif yo'f''
"AU roighL!"
So Barney clambered over the:bow of the boat and at once work
began. They hacked away at the fish vigorously.
Great slices of the monster'll blubber were cut away, and then the
bones were reached. To dietintegrate these was no eaey task.
But steady labor soon cleared tbe ram or the main part of the blubber. Then Frank gave the signal, two fiasbes of the search-light, for
them to come aboard. '
Barney and Pomp hastened to obey the command.
A moment later they were in the vestibule, and soon after In the
cabin once more.
" It Is all right," cried Frank, " the small part of the fish left on the
ram will be dl~pelled easily enough In the water.''
" All roight, Mlsther Frank," said Barney, "is it ahead we will be
afther going, sorf''
"Yes." repllec.l Frank. "Now, barring mishaps, we ought to make
our destred locality in a day at least."
"Hurrah!" cried Pentlow. "I ceo hardly wait for the time to
come."
"Have patience," laughed Frank. "We shall soon pass over that
brier space or time.''
"Oh, yes," agreed the professor, "a day counts for nothing a~ the
CHAPTER VI.
bottom of the sea."
So the Sea Mole went on its way wi>h Increased speed. The fiesh
A DEEP SBA TRAP,
and bones of the fish, as Frank said, were . dispelled from the ram by
SoMETHING bad struck the Sea Mole, and with terrific force also. the swift action of the water.
Pentlow continually maintained his post at the window of the pilot
In fact, the professor was knocked down, while Frank was hurled viohouse.
lently across the pilot house.
He kept a constant lookout, although he knew well that they were
In a n:wment Frank looked out through the plate glass windows for
the cause of the ,shock.
rar from the locality of the sunken city as yet.
The submarine boat wa1 now ruu nt a good rate of speed, for the
It was almost instantly aet'n.
Distnnt perhaps fifty yards from the boat was a huge fish of the tor· bottom of the sea here was very level and sandy.
But once the voyagers came upon a queer confirmation. Great
pedo type.
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or couse it is."
For a moment the professor was dumb. He gazed at Frank, at
the ligures, at the tropical isle, and then at the sky."
" W-wbat does it mean!" be said !In ally; "has-baa there been a
miracle? Bas Katunoia come to the surfacer•
" That is the question," said Frank In a mystified way. " Can
you see any logieal explanation?"
"Why-this Is the exact spot? You are sore of your reckoning!"
"Abaolotely!"
"Well-then this must be the sunken isle come to the surface
again.•'
Frank shook hiil head.
" Impossible!" be said.
" Why!" exclaimed the scientist, ln. amazement. '' Bow else do
you explain it!"
" Can you not see the absurdity of such a hypothesis! The pearl
divers saw the city of Katunda at the bottom of the sea, not but a few
days ago!"
"Yea."
" Well, bow could it riee from the sea in that brief apace of time
and aRsume such an extensive growth of trOJlical foliage and life!
Why that isle bas been there for at least a hundred years, I'll take my
oath."
The professor saw the logic of Frank's remarks.
" Why, of course!" he said. " Why did I not think of it' Butwhat dotls It all mean then! Where is the sunken city of Katunda!
Have we made a mistake of any kind!•
"No,'' said Frank, llecidedly; "we are not the ones who have
made the mistake.''
"Ab!" exclaimed Pentlow; "you think then that the crew of the
schooner are the ones in error!''
" It moat be so. In taking the bearings of Katunda they made an
error. They would undoubtedly have come to this spot themselves,
but they would not have found Katunda."
Pentlow drew a deep breath, and sank down OJ:On a permanent
bench ngainat the boat's rail. Be drew his fingers through his long
hair several ~imes.
"Well, I'll be hanged!'' he finally ejaculated; "it seems as lf the
hand of fai.e was guiding us. We are no better otf than at any time for
positive knowledge of the location or .K.atunda.''
"Not in the least,'' agreed Frank.
· It was not a little disheartening to realize that this was a fact. For
some time silence reigned.
To search for Katonda now they must go on again at random. Cer·
talnly there was no other logical explanation of the curious phenomenon.
Pentlow looked at the Isle.
It was absolutely ridiculous to assume for a m,1ment that this could
be the real isle of Katanda again risen to the surface.
The Idea was at once dispelled as most highly Improbable. H was
certain that the captain of the schooner had made a tremendouB mil·
take in reckoning.
It was bot natural that the submarine yoyngers should be somewhat
disheartened by this denouement.
But Frank said tinnily:
"There Is no uss In repining. We are no worse otf than before.
We found tb-. schooner'• log glTing the exact bearings pf Katunda.
We had no bstter cne then than we have now.''
"That is so!'' agreed Peotlow. "Well, let us be sensible and make
the best or it. As the true bearings are lost to ua, let us see bow we
can best proceed."
"That is the way to talk,'' cried Frank. ''Cheer up, friends. Perhaps we may be able to 1leduce something of value yet from these
bearings. Let us see! Bow would the schooner's captain be apt to
make such an error. Some of the ligures may have become ~rans
posed.
The sheet or page from the log bearing the record was again subjected. to a close examination. However, there wa1 not much to be
deduced from it.
The best and only course apparently was to proceed at random and
trust to chance.
"There Is no doubt bot that we will lind it in time," declared
Frank; " so here goes."
.
The Sea Mole was started ahead.
Frank ran along the west shore of the isle out of curiosity to see
how large it really was.
He found that It was fully a dozen square mile!, and like all the Caribbean Cays, completely reef bound.
It.. was, In fact, not a little risky in keeping so close to the shore,
but yet no mishap befell.
Finally, after satisfying himself, Frank headed for the open sea;
When the isle was but a speck on the horizon be pressed the key
which closed the doors and windows or the boat.
·
Then the Sea Mole once more went to the bottom, and agam the
·
submarine search was begun.
Professor Peutiow was really the most disappointed one of the
crew.
But yet he kept vigilant watch at the pilot-house window.
''What do you think!" asked Frank, once. "Will we Jlnd the ships
of the six sunken pirates Intact! They have been under sea a good
many years, you know.''
l " I am aware of that," replied the explorer, "but ·there is a good
chance that we shall find them quite well preserved.''
_ " But the treasure--"

walla of coral reef rose upon either side of tllem to an enormous
height.
There seemed bot ODII passage through, and that was directly
ahead. The Sea Mole was kept in this passage.
As the boat ran on it seemed as 1r these walls narrowed strangely,
and an intense darkness rose In a wall ahead.
Frank at Drat attached no sig11lficance to this. H.e was looking for
a break beyond and uo emerging into clear water.
But this did not come.
The coral walls narrowed more and more, until Frank was obliged
to suddenl.r shut oil the electric current and stop the engines. ,
The Sea Mole came to a stop between walls wbich were haruly
twenty feet apart, and narrower at a. visible point ahead.
"We have run into a. sort of trap!" cried Pentlow. "Can't we run
up over this canyon, Frank!"
"That is what we will haYe to do," replied Frank; " but I imagine
these walls are very high."
"They cannot reach tile surface!"
•• I am not so sure.''
"At any rate, there is no other way bot to go up.''
"No."
So Frank pressed the tank valve, and the boat went up. Up it
went, and Frank was impressed with a sudden startling fact.
The higher the boat went the more the walls contracted. In a rise
of one llundrea feet the sides or the boat began to scrape the walls of
the passage.
"Look out, Frank!" cried Penllow; "we shall get wedged in here
If we are not cart~ful !''
•
Frank Ins tantly hastened. to shot otr the tank and hold the Sea
Mole suspended.
" That Is queer," he cried. " What In the dickens kind of a place
have we-got intor•
The professor looked anxious, and said: •
"I am afraid we are in a bud place, Frank:. We have evidently ran
into some sort or very narrow dellle. I see no way to get out but to
go buck the way we came."
"I dislike to do that," said FrO:nk, reluctantly, "before we make
any further move, let us see what kind of a place this is Wtl have got ·
into.''
Accordingly he turned the rays of the search light upward. Through
the glass dome or the cabin it was easy to see. And wbat tile voyagers saw startled them.
" Great Scott!'' exclaimed Frank, "we are in a deep sea cave. That
is the roof above nat''
"Yon are right," cried Pentlow, in amazement.
Here was a situation.
Bow far they bad ron Into the cavern it was not easy to guess, but
here they ;vere beyond a doubt.
" Well, I like that," said Frank. " There Is nothing stupid in it,
is there? A verr bright move on my part."
Then all laughed.
Bot Frank reversed ctbe englnee, and the boat moved backwards.
For full an hour It ran on before tl~e mouth of the cavern was reached.
· Then Frank sent the boat up nntlllt 11ormoooted the coral walls. It
w_as then seen that the water was extremely shallow, rand Frank cried:
"We shall haYe to go to the surface!"
And the next moment the Sea Mole leaped up lnto. lhe upper air. A
startling scene was revealed to the voyne:ers.
There directly in front of them was land. The shoree of a tropical
isle rose up In rare beauty.
The trotll was seen at once. They had run into a subterranean passage under one or these curious Caribbean Cays, not dreaming of its
real character. Then emerging they bad ftlllowed the upward course
of the rising submarine mttuntain, the summit or which made an isle
In the sea.
What particular isle it was ~bey did not know nor did they take the
pains to ascertain.
·
They did not see any sign of human life anywhere, though for all
that It might be lnhabitated by Caribs or Spanish gringns or pearl
fishers.
· There was but one thing to do now and this was to go around the
isle and continue the journt~y.
But before daring tbla Frank was decided to take his bearings.
So be brougbt Ilia instruments on deck nod proceeded to ma:te a
reckoning. Tile result was destined to be a most astounding revelation,
•

CHAPTER VII.
A KEEN DISAPPOINTMENT.
FRANK took great pains to be extremely accurate in his compota·
tion. When he finished his task the result amazed him.
Pentlow had been waiting noxiously for the verdict. Be now made
query:
" Well, Frank, where are we!"
"In the Carib!lean Sea!"
" Yea, but bow far from the latitude sunken city or_ Kntundnf'
" We are In latitude 15 degrees, 17 minutes, north, and lougitude
75 de2rees 20 seconds wP8t.''
·
" What!" gasped Pentlow, " why that is the localitv of the sunken
isle.''
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" Oh, that will be all right. The salt water bas no effect on gold
tbat is destructive. Silver and the other metals may rust, carrode or
crumble, but I do not fear for the precious metal."
" Then you think we will find treasure aboard the pirate vessels!"
" Yes, and why not in the sunken city! I am sure we shall find
that well preserved."
"I hope sol" said Frank, with Interest.
I
Barney and Pomp bad lltt!e thought of the treasure.
Neither were smitten with a Jove or filthy lucre, and cared much
more for adventure and excitement.
Now that the submarine boat was once more under way, and matters bad settled down to a species or routine, the two jokers began to
begYIIe tbA time with playing pranks upon each other,
Barney was in the custom of indulging in a glass of toddy upon retiring at nigbt. Generally he mixed this up early in tile day In a half
pint bottle and left it under his pillow so that it would be all ready
when he should retire.
Pomp, wltll true mischievous spirit, Eubstltuted a bottle containing
a condiment which emuraced all the spices ami pungent liquids he
could lay bands upon.
The result was that Barney swallowed a ,surprise, so much or a surprise, in fact, that he did not recover from a gaggmg and coughing lit
lor nearly an hour.
or course the Celt knew who had laid the.joke for him and was de·
termined to retaliate.
Pomp bad carefully sifted a huge quantity of flour in a bread
trough, and left it ou the shelf in the galley. He Intended to manu·
facture some toothsome cakes with it.
Barntty leisurely sauntered into the place, whit~ Pomp was momentarily called away, and dropped a small white obj(ICt into the flour.
Then lie whistled Garry Owen, antl was innocently toasting his feet
on tile electric cooker, when Pomp came in.
" How yo' be, chile!" saluted the darkey. " Done fink yo' pay me
a visit, ebf'
" Begorra, it's a folne place yez have down here, naygur!''
"Silo's yo' bo'n: it am de bee' place on bo'd," averred Pomp.
"Neber feel homesick down byab, yo' kin bet!"
" Shure, as long as yez kin ate slcb foine cakes as yez make, naygar, it's the best place fer a hungry man;''
Pomp chuckled.
" Kam't take dat hint fo' a cent, !'ish,'' be said, " fo' I aln' got a
cake made up yit."
•· I reckon yez will be aftber makln'. some atwlxt an' atween now
an' dinner time!"
"Shol" exclaimed Pomp, glancing aL the !lour in the trough. "I
jes' clean nigh fo'got about dat tlour. Hoi' yo' houes, I'ish, an' I jes'
mix yo' up some lily bit ob a cake now."
" Be jabers It's me best (rind yez are,'' cried the Celt.
"I'll do a1
much fer yez, naygur. Shure that's funny lookin' tlour yez have
there."
"It am de bee' yo' kin buy fo' money," declared the darky. "Marse
Frank he won' hab none but de bes'.''
So Pomp doused a long wooden spoon Into the !lour to giYe it a
sbaklcg up.
What followed was astounding.
There was a sharp explosion and-whim the fine !lour went In a
cloud over the whole room. Barney turned n back somersault out of
tlae place.
Then he crouclje~ down In a perfect paroxysm or laughter at the
spectacle before him,
Pomp was a si~ht to behold.
He never would have been taken for a colored man. The fine llour
was literally driven into the pores of his black skm.
Face and hair were full of it. Eyes, ears, mouth and nose were full,
and the air was one white cloud about him.
He was powerless for a minute or more to speak or act, and could
barely get his breath.
Then be fell to digging out his eyes and ears. The first thing he
saw-the first thing be heard-was the Celt m a rosring fit of laugh·
ter.
So sudden had been tte explosion that Pomp had not been able to
realize what had happened for a time.
Then be saw his retlection in a glass opposite. He could hardly be·
Ueve his senses.
From bead to foot-skin, :arments and all-he was as white as
driven snow.
He gasped in amazement.
"Fo' de Jan's sakeAI" be muttered. "Whoebber ftowed dat fiour
into mab face like o' c!at!"
Tben his gaze lit upon Barney. An instant suspicion crossed his
mind that tile Celt W!U at the bottom of it all, and be was instantly
angry-in fact, more angry than words can tell.
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"Huh! Yo' fink yo' berry smaht, don' yo', yo' no 'cnunt l'ishman!
I jes' llx yo' fo' dat, yo' kin jes' bet I"
" Murtberl'' ro11red Barney, "' lave go av me hair, yez black npel"
Bot Pomp was not letting go just then. A tremendous scutne followed.
In the course or It Barney got a liberal dose of the fiour, thereby lie·
in~ made to take some ol his own medicine as it were.
While the equal conllict was being waged there came a startling ring
from the alarm gong.
'
This meant that the presence ol all was required In the pilot· house
at once.
The two jokers at once made a dash up the stairs. They presented
a very strange appearance when they prest>nted themselves t:J Frank.
But the young inventor and Pentlow as well were too excited to
notice much about this. Frank cried sharply.
"Stand by the wheel Barney. We have round the city of Katunda
at lastl"
A glance was sufficient to betrr.y the fact that Frank spoke the
truth. Instantly all was excitement.
Distant less than tllree hundred yards through the water wall the
sunken city. Its gates and walla were plamty to be seen.
Katunda was lound.
·
That it might be any other sunken city was hardly likely. This no
doubt was the Golden City whose fate was narrated so thrillingly In
theM. S. owned by Pentlow.
The professor was hardly able to contain himself.
As the Sea Mole bore down for the gates of the sunken city, he
danced and.ahouted in wildest glee lit<e a child with a new toy.
"This is Indeed a triumph," be cried, "why, we shall make ourselves famous. It is wonderful."
Franli turned the search-light full force upon the sunken city.
Its buildings were seen to be of a strange style of architecture, unlike that ever seen by the explorers. It was halt between the Greeli:
and the Eeyptian.
As the Sea Mole sailed up to the walls of the city, it could be seen
that they were half buried in white and gleaming sand.
This was the result of the action or deep sea currents for many
scores of years.
Tile city gates were open,' and the boat without any difficulty passell
through and up the main street of the place.
Upon either side rose the buildings of stone, but deeply incrusted
with coral. It was a weird and strange spectacle.
In the white glare ot the search-light It looked like a ghastly city of
the dead. Indeed this was what it really was, for the inhabitants bad
all perished In its streets when the island sank.
Nothing was, of course, left of their remains. They were long aince
ashes and dissipated by the action of the water and Its oreanisms.
No articles of any sort were left In any of the buildings. The
shelves of the open bazaars were empty; the stalls where once goods
bad l.Jeen exhibited held not a vestige of them.
But everywhere ~and and silt had gathered, and curious .fish and
sea animals played In and abo:~t the empty buildings.
Frank noted all this as the submarine boat sailed on, and could not
help but say with conviction:
" Professor, I am afraid that your golden treasure bas been dis·
pelled, even as these other articles which must have existed in these
butldlngs. It must be that there are other articles as Impervious to
time and the action or the water as gold.
But Pentlow was con)ident.
" Have patience," be said; " we shall see."
" But where will we look for the treasurer• persisted Frank.
At that moment they emerged upon a great plaza, with a disused
fountain in lll'e center, or carven stone. Diret"lly opposite this, there
was au enormous building, with great columns and a mighty dome.
·• There 11 the palace of the ruler, no doubt," erie<\ Pt>ntlow. " I
feel sure that we shall find treasure there. Of course, it w·ll be found
in some chamber underground, securely locked and barred. '£hllre is
where we must look for it.'' ,
" All right," agreed Frank.
He brought the Sea Mole to a stop right at the entrance to the
palace. The boat rested upon the sandy bottom.
Then preparations were made for leaving the boat.
It was arranged that Pentlow and Burney should pursue the quest
for the tr11asure chamber, upon the presumption that such existed,
Frnnk and Pomp were to remain aboard and keep a lookout for any
stranae sea monster which might essay to enter the place.
In ~ fpw moments Barney and Pentlow, equipped in their dh·iog
suits, were on the outer deck. They descended over the rnll, and then
r.lunging through. the yielding bank of sand, ascended the coral encrusted steps.
Tlley passed through the great entrance and stood in a mighty
hall.
'l'lle light from the submarine boat pervaded this to a great extent
and made all quite plain.
Pentlow led the way through this. Beyond was another arched do~r
CHAPTER VIII.
and an immAnse courtyard, which must once have looked fine when 1t
was guy with its tropical plants an<1 trickling fountains.
KATU!IDA AT LAST.
Across this the two explorers made their way.
CoNVINCED that Barney was the actual cause of his mishap Po111p
This brought them Into the main body of the palace. Here were
made a dnsh for him.
cham hers to the number ol fully one hundr~d.
The Celt bolted for the rorword bold. He reached the steel door of • From one to another the explorers bumedly passed, ,Pentlow leadthe magazine. But before be could dodge through it Pomp was upon j in~ the way.
.
.
him.
Everyone was bt~rren and emrty. But there were some mdlcat1ons
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that rich furnishings had once been there. These were now but dust
however, and merged into the sands of the sea.
The extreme lonelineaa of the place, and the reahzatlon that death
bad long since swept all life from this once prosperous city, had a
more or less depressing effect upon the exi:lorers.
But they ke11t on, and not until be had visited all the chambers did
Pentlow torn his footsteps in another direction.
Some broad stairs led down Into uark depths.
Pentlow placed his helmet close to Barney's and shouted:
"I believe we shall find the treasure down there!"
"All ro1ght, sor!''
"Now ll you are reluctant to take the risk of following me you may
wait here until I return!"
"Begorra, I'll !to wid yezl" replied Barney. "I'm cot afeardl"
" Come on, then!''
Dowo the SliJipery steps they slowly made their wny.
The lights upon ' their helmets showed objects nnout quite plainly.
At the loot of the stliirs wns a long passage.
Fr:>m this lloors opened into rooms sunllar to those above. TbesJI
rooms bad no appearance of being treasure chambers.
But at the end of the passage was another fiigbt of statrs. At the
foot of these was a blank wall.
"All," thought Pentlow. "Now we are coming to something."
"Begorra, do y.ez lhiak we can go any further!" asked Barney.
"Of course," replied the treasure bunter, "there is sometbmg beyond this wall; these stairs were 1:ever made for nothing, be sure or
~~
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Pentlow searched the wall in every way for a sign or a secret spring
or the outlines of a door.
•
None such existetl.
The wall was tight and closely plastered In the chinks. ·There was
·
no dou'Jt of this.
A sudden thou:ht struck Pentlow.
Be knelt down and scraped away some or the Rand upon the tloor.
His lingers were suddenly thrust into an aperture.
Be pulled strongly and lifted a square slab or rock, revealing a dark
opening below.
Be experienced a thrill of surprise and delight.
" Hurrah!" be cried. "Now we have found the way I"
Be bent over and tried to look down into the place. His helmet
light enabled him to see a square chamber bel(IW,
Instantly he lowered himself into the place.
Barney followed.
The sight which was now revealed to the two explorers was lndPed
a .wondPrful one. They sto?k in a square erypt or vault, devoid of
wmdows or any other openmg.
·
One part of this chamber was half walled up. In the compartment
thus made was a heap of what looked liKe dull bits of stone.
. Pentlow eagerly leaned over and picked up soma of these. His exCitement was moat Intense.
"The treasure," he cried, "look, they are Ingots or gold. Tliese
people did not know the manufacture or coin. They dealt in slugs
and ingots."
.
This seemed true. Barney was quite atupel!ed.
"Do yez reckon thaL thts is all goldr' be asked.
"Why ot cour:.e!" cried Pentlow, "don't you Aee that the action of
the wa~er a_nd time baa destroyed everything above this crypt? The
deetroytng ml!uence could not get down here, for it was tiahtly aealeu
up."
.,
"Begorra, there's heaps av it," averred the Celt.
"More than a to~:" cried Pentlow. "Only think of It, enough to
b.uy a11whole State tn America. Wby, we are all ten times million·
aJrPS,
This :was r~ther an extravagant statement, out Pent! ow was ~>xcited.
Be picked up the yellow slugs and inaots and began to fill a re·
ceptacle he curried. Barney did the sam;.
"We will take these to the Sea Mole." declared Pentlow "then
we will devise a plan to remove the treasure to the boat."
'
And the two d1vers, with all they could stagger under of the metal
started to return to the Sea Mole.
'

CHAPTER IX.
ALL

A

SHAM :

•·

. PENTLOW was tremendously exctted. It was the crowning hour of his
hfe.
He reached the rail or the submarine boat and clambered over It
followed by Barney.
/
'
He entet·ed the vestibule, and at that moment FranK and Pomp
caught sight or him.
.
The water wab exhausted from the vestibule and then the two div·
era entered the cabin.
'
."Well,'' cried Frank in astonishment "you have found some•
~q~

,

" Found It!" cried the professor, wildly as be !luna his burden
down, "We are millionaires, I tell you -ri~h as rich en~ hel"
The sack hurst open, and the yellow alugs rolled out. Pomp gave
a great cry.
.
•• Golly fo' glory!" he shouted, "dat am de bea' fina yet! It am
gold !o' suah-it am golu!''
.,

Barney also deposited his burden, nod removing his helmet.
gasped:
r
" Bejabers, I should aay It wuz gold er aometbio' powerful heavy.
Me hack is nigh broke wid it."
Frank looked at Pentlow.
"You have found the treasure of Katundar• he asked.
"Yes!" cried Pentlow wildly; "noll Fnte led me right to it. Noth·
log could have been more wonderful!"
Then he narrated bi11 experience and Frank listened with interest.
" How much do you think there is of the etull"'" he asked.
"I don't know. Certainly more than a ton.''
:=,"Wonderful! We will arrange a plan to bring it aboard the boat.
at once."
" That is the talk."
It was quickly decided that Barney and Pomp should use heavy
sacks and make regular trips back ao:l forth until the treasure vaul~
should be empty.
Accordingly they donned their helmets and began to work.
It proved an enormous task.
But steadily they worked at it, bringing the metal aboard uo~il
hundreds of poun,ls of it cumbered the cabin Hoor.
Pentlow was almost delirious with delight. Be could not restrain
his exuberant feelings.
" You cannot blame mel" be cried. "It is a great lift for me. 0()
you know what I shall do? I intend to carry out the fondest dream of
my life and erect the biggest observatory in the world upon the high·
est peak In the Rocky Mountains.''
"That Is a praiseworthy resolve," said Frank. "I only hope that
all this metal is gold."
"Gold! Why, or course it is. No other metal could have escaped
.
corrosion in this length of time."
" Ab, you forget! Tllis treasure has been caref~lly sealed up in a
crypt where there conhl be little or the corroding iotluence f11lt."
" Ehf' exclaimed Pentlow, with sudden lengthening of the face.
" there could be no mistake. or course it is gold. I'll guarantee it
to stand teat--"
"Ab!" cried Frank, "that Is the Idea. It will do no harm to give
it a test."
"Do so!"
Frank picked up one of the slugs and went into the chemical
room. Here there was a strong glare of light.
He experienced a peculiar chill as he glanced at the metal in
this light. It looked too white for ·gold.
He applied a !lie to the corrodell surface and filed away the rust.
It seemed to him that for gold ' Lhe metal was intensely bard ami
brittle.
Boweyer be said nothing.
Pentlow watched the experiment•
When be bad expoeed the metal from ita coating of rust, Frank
applied the cllemlcal. Tile test was lnstamly made.
Then Pentlow ~tQVe a groan and sank into a chair.
"Great BeaYens!" he gasped. "We are duped-sold! It is not
gold!"
"No,'' replied Frank, steadily; "the natives of Katunda probably ·
knew nothing of gold. This is a queer · alloy somewhat akin to
brass."
·
It was aomewhile before Pe~tlow recovered his spirits. The diaap. pointment was keen.
Frank commanded Barney and Pomp to desist in bringing the
'
spurious metal aboard. 'fhen a discussion was held.
"The treasure pf Katnnda may not have been a table, anyway,"
said Pentlow, with a sudden revival of hope. "You know tllere may
l>e other treasure chambers.''
·
" Thnt is possible," agreed Frank, •• but not altog-ether likely. However, if you wish to resume the search, by all means do so."
" I believe I will," declared the scientist.
So accordingly be went forth again with Barney. The Katunda
palace was again most thoroughly explored.
·
Another treasure vault wns found, and In it nrious other articles·
of the same kind of metal, among them lleing a crown studded with
pearls and other jewels.
Tills bad some value, and was the only article found worth presenlng.
Not yet sat!sfied, Pentlow explored other buildings. B·1 t all was to
no purpose.
Be finally returned to the cabin or the Sea Mole.
" Wellr' asked Frank, cheerily, "how did you make out?''
''II am satisfied;' said Pentlow wearily, "the treasure or Kllt.unda
was a sham. The gold which they were reputed to have in such
quantity was not gold at all."
"Quite right.''
"We have explored the treasure vaults' of what must have been
the royal palace, and we have found what were undoubtedly the
crown jewels. They are only cheap pearls and rubies. it is all a
sham.''
"Jost so," agreed Frank. "I suppose you are much disappointedt"
" More than I can tell you."
"Well, I am not."
Pentlow looked astonished.
" You are not?''
"No."
/"Why?"
"1 did not expect to find any gold In Katuoda.''
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"Then where did you expect we would find it?"
"Why, in the most logical place, and that Ia aboard the ships of
the ~x Sunken Pirates."
·
Pentlow started up with a sharp, gaspmg cry:
"Ehf' he exclaimed. "Why, I never thought or that."
•• I thought not. Well, it was worth thinking of for, no doubt, each
one or those vessels carried gold and silver both. You see they preyed
upon the commerce of the seas as well as upon these small native
towns."
" Why, of course. Bot do you think we can find thoae ships now?
Have they not long since crumbled away to dustf '
" No doubt they are badly rotted away!" replied Frank, "but it le
a fact that timbers sunken in sea saud are preserved'-- for many bon·
dreds of years. At least we ought to find the spot where they sank,
for it was iu sight of this isle. • If there was any gold aboard, no matter if the ships have pllssed into dust, we can dig for It and find it In
the rema;ns or the ships."
"Right!" cried Pentlow, excitedly. ' 1 Frank, you are ten times
more sensible than I am. I should never have thought of that.''
" It was in my mind from the first," sa1d Frank, "in fact, I bad no
idea you would find gold in Katundn. The uses of gold contrary to
popular belief and history was known to but very few or the American
nati\·es. The Aztecs, It is true, valued the metal. But many of these
island tribes would have esteemed iron !&r more valuallle.''
" Well," cried Pentlow, eagerly, "Wh] not go looking for these sunken ships at once!''
·
" We will do so," replied Frank.
So the Sea Mole was lifted from her sandy lied and sailed out of the
sunken city.
A circular course was taken about the sunken island gradually di·
yerging at each circle. A day was spent thus in the search.
But it was bound to be rewarded.
l:lnddAnly the voyagers· spied an object in the path of the search
light which caused a great shout to go up.
"Tbere is one of them!" cried Pentlow. "Steer for it, Barney!"
AI the submarine boat drew nearer, the ribs and rotting keel of a
vessel were seen ioubedded in the snnds. It was a thrilling moment.
There was no doubt but thnt this was one of the six eonken
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pi~~:ssea Mole turned obliquely to the _left, and there, not one bon·
dred yards distant, another hulk waa set'D.
One fourth of a mile from here two more were found close together. These were q~:~ite well preserved. The other two vesRe18
had rotted even with the bed of the ocean, and were found with diffi·
cnlty.
"Now," said Frank, "let us begin work with these two first ships.
Get out the helmets, Barney.''
" Yia, sor!"
•
I
In a few moments Frank and Barney and tj1e professor were walk·
ing on the bottom of the sea.
Tbey approached the two sunken hulks with somewhat queer sensations.
The decks of both shlpa bad fallen in, and the timbers of the hull
"- were extremely rotten and filmsy.
But Frank crawled through an aperture Into the hold of one of the
·ships. Here he saw a heap of stuff In one corner, which had fallen
through the rotten timbers of the cabin deck above.
He !lasbed his helmet light upon It, and then touched it with his
foot.
.What had apparently been an iron chest fell in ruaty particles about
his feet. A heap of round ~nd dirn·looklng coins fell out.
Frank picked one of them up and struck the corroaion from it with
lois knife handle.
,
1t glt!amed yellow and strong. There was no doubt of its charac·
ter.
It was a~:old.
•
· Fmnk turned and pressed his helmet close to Pentlow's.
" Here is some of 1be pirates' treasure!" he cried. " There is no
doubt of its quality, for they are Spanish doubloons.''
The scientist was Intensely excited. He knelt down and began to
gather up the coins.
Bot at that moment:a heavy timber fell and struck his helmet,
cutting a hole compll)tely througl: the metal. In a moment he was
drowmng.
CHAPTER X.
A VERY .NARROW ESCAPE,

THE ·moment that the beam fell and struck Pentlow, Frank foresaw the awful consequences. He knew that it would crush the bel·
met, and that the scientist waa likely to drown. He acted with in·
stant rupldity.
Forl!etful of the treasure-forgetful of all else-he instantly caught
Pentlow !>y the shoulders. Barney, quick to act, seized him by the
heels.
It was only a qnAstion of time.
All depended upon reaching the Sea Mole at once. Toward the
boat the two divers rushed.
·
,
Pomp saw them coming, and placed a finger upon the vestibule
valve. In~o the vestibule dashed Franit- and Barney with their load.
Pomp pressed the valve.
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The ne1t moment Frank held the rigid form of the professor over
his arm. Water gashed from the dying man's nose, ears and
mouth.
'
He was or course insensible, but the work of resuscitation waa at
once begun. There was no time to lose,
Gradually there came signs of returning life.
.
" We will save him!'' cried .ll'rank. "Heaven be praised!"
Right valiantly did they work over the scientist. Such persistent
efiorts triumphed, and he came to.
"Hurrah!'' cried Frank. "We've polled you through, Pentlow,
though it was a close rub."
Gradually the Professor recovered blmse!L It was some hours,
however, before he was hhn~elf again.
Then bis first thought was of tb!l treasure.
"The golll," he muttt~red, "did you bring it aboard!''
"Indeed, no," laughed Frank. "We thought you of more coosaquence than the gold.''
Pentlow saw the absurdity of the question and laughed also~
" I s3all be all right soon," be said confidently, "then we will retorn for the gold.''
It was some !lours, however, before It was deemed safe for Pentlow
to venture out again. Then preparallons were once more made.
In a abort while they were once more at the wreck of the pirate ves·
sel. The gold was conveyed in two strong sacks to the cabin of the
Sea Mole. ·
··
The search was extended further, but no more could be found in
the wreck of that ship.
It was of course impossible to tell just what vessel this waa. No
trace of the crew or any other of their belongings remained.
The second vessel was now invaded. This was in a little!better state
or preservation than the other.
Not so much gold wns f•mnd in this ship. Frank computed all
when they got buck to the Sea Mole.
" There is abo:n forty thousand dollars worth of goldJn this lot!" he
said,

"Humph! a mere pittance!" said the professor disappointedly;
" those pirates must have carried more than that!"
" I don't know," said Frank dubiously; •• I have always found that
the tales of pirates' treasures are always gross exaggerations! Again
.a great many pirates uuried or hid their fortunes on shore. Thla
may account for ll.''
" True enough!" agreed the professor.
"But there are four more wrecks to search.''
"Yes."
" Perhaps when we get through with them there will be a respectable sum.''
"I shall hope so. You see the treasure of Katunda proving such a
sham bas completely discouraged me.''
" I am sorry!"
Pentlow saw the folly of bls course and took matters more philosophically; from that time he abandoned discouragement.
All were now exhausted and iL was proposed to retire to rest before
venturing out to search the four remaining wrecks.
So Pomp being left on guard, all hands turned in.
They slept soundly for eight boors; then they were astir again. '
The,spirits or all were high when after a hearty meal the quest for
gold was resumed.
There was something exciting and exhilarating about the quest.
.All enterl'd into it with great zest •
The Sea Mole was now ron aloogaide the third one of the sunkea
pirates.
or this ship, little was left above the sands, save some rotting ribs.
Howover, work was begun with spades and scoops.
The sand was thrown aside rapidly, and the keel was reached. The
eearch wus prosecuted thoroup;hly and for boors.
Tbe only re11nlt was the unearthing of a few hundred doobloona, all
In rather a bad state.
That there most have been more treasure aboard was a moral cer•
talnty. But t.o lind it seemed a physical Impossibility.
So, after a lime, work was discontinued, and the fourth sunken ship
was visited.
'l'his was well sunk In the sand, and bot little wns left of the tlm·
bers. Barney pot his spade Into the saud and turnl'd up some of it.
The result surprised all, for out from the sand there rulled a human
skull.
It was in a remarkable state of preservation, due no doubt to the
fact that it had not been exposed to the acLion of the water.
Frank took the skull up and examined It crltlcally.
He saw that it was or unusual size and must have belonged to
one of the largest of the pirate crew. 'l'here was a seam along one
side, as though the owner had at some time or other suffered a
lractore.
Barney turned ap more sand but no more bones were found.
However, his spa!le struck a hard eobatance.
Digging aroucd it a while, the divers were astonished to aee revealed a specimen of old-fashioned cannon.
It was so Intensely rueted that a blow of the spade easily broke
larg-e sections out or it.
Bot the dlv~>rs were looking for gold and passed over these trilling discoveries.
However, Frank preserved the akoll, keeping It for a relic.
Gradually the lower tlnobera of the vessel were uncovered. Then
they began to find gold.
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The metal was mostly round in the shape of coins, but at times small
slugs or Ingots were unearthed.
The ~earcb was prosecuted upon a system. Barney and Frank dug
the sand out, while Pentlow carefully sifted it.
Thus the quest went on.
Quite nn amount of the yellow metal was taken from the wreck of
this vessel.
,
But two more remained to be searched. These were zer.lously dug
'
over, but they yielded hardly live thousand dollars worth of gold.
This ended the treasure bunt.
Back to the submarine boat they went. In the cabin the total of
the treasure recovered was reckoned.
It ~>mounted in round fl~ures to about seventy thousand dollars.
This to many might have seemed a tidy lmm. But it was not at all
up to Pentlow's expectatiolls.
He had looked for fully a round million."
"On my word," be declared, "those fellows must have disposed of
their treasure in some other way, or else they were dreadfully poor!"
" Seventy thousand dollars in those times was a larga fortune,"
said Frank, "that was nearly twelve thousand to each ship."
" Why, lt wmo1ld hardly pay to recover except in the way in which
we have done it. By ordinary methods It would have cost as much as
the gold was worth ~o recover it.''
" That is largely true," said Frank, "bat the seventy thousand is
yours, and will make you a comfortable fortune."
" Mine!" exclaimed the scientist.
"Yedl"
"It is no more mine than yours. There must be an equal division."
" For myself I want no division," replied Frnnk; decisively. "I am
wealthy enough for all purposes. If you choose to give Barney o.ml
Pomp live thousand apiece you can do so."
"Why, I will di1'ide it equnlly with them.''
"Yez needn't tbrubble yersill to do that," cried Barney. "Shure,
I've enough fer all me needs now. It's not money I'm afther
wantin'."
Pomp expressed himself likewise.
Pentlow was quite overcome.
"Well," be declared, "I:must say that it is more than kin1 or you.
I can cnrry out a few of my cherished schemes with that amount."
"Wo wish you soccP.ss," said Frank. " W11 would gladly have recovered tbe tlllilllon for you if it had been possible."
"Indeed, I cannot tell you how much I owe you," said the professor, with feeling, " But for you I might not have recovered anything."
'
So the matter was settled.
" Well," said Frank, "now that we have recovered the treasure of
the six sunken pirates, and also that of the Golden City of Katundu,
I don't see bo\ that we have accomplished our mission."
"True," agreed Pentlow, "and yet I am loath to leave this
spot."
"Indeed!" said Frnnlr, in some aarprisA, " Why ahonld we stay
longer?"
" There is no good reason unless-unless--"
"Well?"
"We might feel disposed to pul'llue our quest further in the city
/
of Katunda."
Frank gave a start.
" Wby-ves, of COUl'lle," he 'laid; " that is, if you desire."
"Would It be too dear a requestr• asked Pentlow.
"Certainly not."
"I thank you."
" But-may I ask, do you expect to lind any more treasure
tbllref"
·
"Not altogl'ther," replied the professor. "I am, in one sense,
done wltb gold hunting. This time my errand will be purely a sci·
entiflc one."
"Ah! Well, it shall be so. Barney, steer us .over to Katunda."
"All roight, sor."
.
The Celt sent the submarine boat nhend at a lively rate. It was
but a 1'ery short time ere the gate of Katooda was at hand.
Once more the Sea Mole Slliled through this and up the streets or
the son ken city.
·
Thrilling events were in store.
CHAPTER XI.
BARNEY'T GREAT P ERIL,

THE submarine boat once more sailed into the great plaza or the
sunken city and the voyagers were In s1ght of the Royal Palace from
which Pentlow had abstracted the sham treasure.
In fact the spurious metal was scattered over the sands where it
had been cast out.
Pentlow heaved a sigh as he gazed at it.
" Do you want to stop herer' asked Frank.
The professor shook his head.
"No," he said, "let us go on up the street Pod see the rest or the
-city."
.
.
So the Sea Mole kept on.
It was fully a quarter or a mile up the street, but then the expanse
of nuother plaza larger than the first was seen.
Here also were buildings having the appearance of being palaces.
This was not a little surprising.

" How does this happen!'' exciaime Frank. " Was not that the
royal palace we explored before!"
"Beyond a doubt," replied Peotlow.
"Bot here are buildings to beat it."
" That is true. They may, however, belong to different branches
of the government service. It is hard to believe that ~bese people
were not in an advanced atate or civilization."
" Tbey certainly were for barbarians. Let ua stop here, Frank. I
have a deslr6 to look through that building yonder."
" All right!"
· The boat came to a atop. It settled down once more In the sand,
and again Pentlow donned his diving helmet:
This time only Barney accompanied him. Frank and Pomp remained aboard the Sea Mole.
Leaving the boat the two divers appreacbed the largest of the b11ild·
logs. They entered it tly means or a large portico.
They round themselves at once in an immense high-arched structure.
It was constructed entirelv or atone with mighty arches and columna.
Here, for the first time, Pentlow go~ an inkling of the character or
.the ancient inhr,hitaots. There were a number of statues in the place.
They wl!re crudely carved out of stone, and the action of time and
the water, bad somewhat destroyed their outline.
Yet it could be seen that the subjects were powerful framed men,
ball clad in the Indian style. Most of the statues were of warriors,
and carried he::wy battle axes.
p.,ntiow examined them attllntively. Upon the pedestals he found
some inscriptions, which, however, he was quite unable to decipher.
Meanwhile, Barney had been doing a little exploring on his own account.
The Celt had found a flight of stairs leading down into a region he·
low. ,
He ventured to descend while Pentlow was exl\mining the stat:u•s.
He found bimself.at once in a long, low·ceiled room.
Tbrough the center of tbls there extended a long atone table. Also
atone benches were ranged beside it.
Nothing was left of the dishes which might once have rested upon
it, or of the bones of the feasters who might have occupied the benches.
But there was good reason to belie1'e that a feast bad been in progress there at the time that the Island hall sunk into the sea.
" Be me sowl!" thought Barney, "this must 'ave been some koind
av a big hotel I'm aftbet thinkin'. Shure there's no other way av Iukin' at it.''
'
With which sagacious conclusion the Celt paBied on into a chamber
beyond,
This might have been the great kitchen of the " hotel," for there
was a huge stone fireplace and otber evidences or the sort.
The Celt now returned to the stairs. He climbed these and looked
1
for the professor.
.
Pentlow had been a~ong the statues, but he was not there now.
Nor was be in sight.
Barney hastened to make a search for the scientist. He palled on
through the mnin part or the building and into an inner courtyard.
"Begorra, that's quare enough," he muttered; "ph were cod be
have gone!"
Through the courtyard the Celt went and into another part o
the huge bulhling. From room to room he went, b11t not once did .
he catch sigh~ of the professor.
He was completely nonpluaed.
" On me worrod, he must be aft.ber being about here aomewberes," be thought, "but phwerei,er can that beT Shure he'•
niver gone ba.:k to the hoaV'
So Barney ke'p t on with his queet. For folly an hour be waD·
dared through the palace but not once did he get a glimpse of
Pentlow. Then he t>egan to get really alarmed.
"It's very funny," be muttered; "I'll niver think he'd go back
to the boat widoot me. Shore, mebbe ume Qig fish has got the
loikes uv him.''
,
Barney decided to first return to the submarine boat and lind
out the truth. If any mishap had really befallen the scientist they
would be the most likely ones to know it.
At least it was pr.oper that Frank should know of it at once.
The (',elt lost no further time.
He set out at once through ~he courtyard. He passed throogh the
hall where the statutes were and a sodden chill struck him.
The glare of the Sea Mole's search-light was not visible. What did
it meanT
He rushed out through the portico. All was darkness beyond. He
ran down the stepA and into the street.
Then a thrill of horror overcame the Celt. The submarine boat was
gone.
What bad happened!
What did it mean!
Where had the Sea Mole gone, and what was the meaning or her
departure! There was "certainly some good reason for it.
So the Celt reflected. In his excitement he wandered on down the
street or the sunken city.
While he bad been in the banquet room of the palace, some unusual
thing had happened to take the professor and the submarine boat alao
out of the way.
. He was well satisfied of this• . But what was that unusual happenmg?
.
He was utterly unable to solve the riddle. Moreover, be was phv·
sically quite overcome, and !!naVy sank down upon the steps or one
<>f the houses.
·

I
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His bead ached violently, his Ideas were confased, Ills senses be·
numbed, and a stupor came over him.
He was intensely sleepy, and tried in vain to throw It off. .Finally
he succumbed to it.
And right there upon the stone steps he slept.
How long be slept be never knew. But he came to with n peculiar
shock.
He experienced a sudden keen thrill, as If a bundred needles were
pricking him.
He opened his eyes to see that a snake like form was wound about
bisleg.
It reqalred only a glance for Baraey to see that It waa an eel.
It was also one of the electric variety, and this explained the stinging sensation be bad experienced. With a snort of anger lle essayed
to kick the creature off.
But It clung to him tenaciously, and he was finally obliged to grip
the creau1re with uotb bands and pull It from its grip. Tbis gave
him a double shock.
Having disposed of the eel, Barney was now wide awake.
Be recalled his predicament, ~nd strained his gaze in all dlrectiops
for a glimpse of the Sen Mole. •
"Begorra, that bates the Dntch!" he muttered. "Phwere iver
cud that boat hate gone? Shore It was foine work laving me here
Joike this!"
His helmet light.was all '.hat kept him from being shrduded in the
dee1>est gloom.
The eternal loneliness and possible hopelessness of llis position
was appalhng to Barney.
He did not fear suffocation.
He knew that the chemical generator would last for many weeks;
but be even now felt t11e pangs of hunger.
And of course It would be impossible for him to feed himself with
the helmet on. This was out of the question.
Starvation, then, would be his ultimate fate, unless his friends
should return to his rescue. 'l'hat they would, If in their power,
Barney well knew.
"Shure," he muttered with something like resignation, "I can
only make the best av It an' wait fer thlm. They'll be comin'
some time I'm shore!"
So the courageous fellow settled himself down In a corner of a por·
tico of one ol the buildings and waited,
Curious little h11ppenings came up to claim his attention and thas
while away the time.
Numberlesa little fish hovered In scllools over him.
A curioas lookin~ crafi' tried to fasten upon his leaden diving shoes.
But Barney repelled it with a vigorous kick.
Then a sizable dog·fl.sn thrust its snout up against his helmet glass
and gave him a s~art.
Once a number of slimy eels came wriggling like anak~.>s about him
and It was with extreme dimculty that he !ought them otr.
"Begorra, this is the divil'a vwn place," muttered the Celt. "Shure,
it's not a bit av peace they give jez, but they're detarmlued to ate me
up. Bad cess to the little divilsl"
"However, those tormentors were u lliea to a new foe which suddenly appeared on the scene.
This was in the shape of a huge shark, whose greedy eyes spied tile
Celt.
The monster made a shoTeling attempt to turn on Its back and pick
the Celt out or bis corner. But its nose was too broad and Barney
gave it a terrific blow with his ax.
The water wau Instantly colored with blood, and the shark churned
it madly In his fury.
Again be made a rash at the Celt and" Its sharp teeth actually grazed
Barney's leg. But the Irishman this time dealt it a blow w1th the
keen ax which literally cieem!>oweled it.
Tbil ended the conflict.
With a breath of relief Barner drew bacic in his corner, while the
shark's body drifted away lu the un:lertow, No more monsters of the
deep ventured to disturb the Celt, and 'ror a while he was left to bia
own deTices.
CHAPTER XII.

II

B.A.IitNEY'S REICUE-THE END,

BUT what bad become or the submariDil boat and its crew!
Where bud the profeuor gone, and wllat was his reason for so unceremoniously uhaconlling! This was a problem.
1 After Barney's separation from him the ac1en!ist had spent some
timtt m examining the etutaes.
Then he was about to turn his attention to the loner courtyard
when a thr111in~ thing occurred.
Down over the great portico there came an Immense long slir11y coil.
It looked likP t.he folds of a mighty serpent, and l'entlow thougi1~ at
that moment Instinctively of the fahled sea serpent.
"GrPat Cicero!'' he muttered, "it is not safe tc meet that monster,
Where is Barney!"
Be looke1l about and saw that the Celt bad vanished.
It was pPrb:.ps not so very strange nt that moment that the pro·
feasor ahoul!J accept it as a !act that the Celt bad also Heen the sea
monater and had fled to the Slla Hole to escape it.
At any rate, this was Peutlow's conclusion, and naturally he began
to plan for his own lafety.
·
The body of the aea serpent or eel, whaleler it was, partly blocked
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tbe portico, nad it was, therefore, not safe to attempt to escape In that
.direction.
There was a window near, and Pentlow rushed through this.
He was conscious of a vision of fearful jaws and a frightful head,
and then swam rather than leaped onr tbe Sea Mole's rail.
In an instant he wns in the vestible, and pressing the electric key,
had expelled tbe water from it.
" Saved!" be muttered. " By the shades of Plato, that was a close
calli''
He threw off his helmet and sprung Into the cabin. As be did so,
be met Frank Reade, Jr.
The young lnvt~ntor's lace was pale, as he cried:
" You are safe, PentlowT''
"Yes, but It was a close shave!"
" Where is Barney!''
"Bnrneyr•
Pentlow gas~e<l the name. Then he turned deadly pale.
"Great ,Jupiter!" he exclaimed, "is he not aboard!''
" We have not seen him!"
"Why-be disappeared-I saw nothing more of him-I supposed, or
coarse, that be was safe aboard before me.''
" He is not!''
"Then be must. be In the palace."
"It Is likely. But il we can distract the monster's attention be may
he safe. We will at least try it,"
"Good!"
A warning cry came from Pomp In the pilot-house. It was very
evidently not at all necessary to attempt to attract tbe sea monster's
J
atten lion.
It ball already spotted the submarine boat.. The result was curious,
For a moment 1t reared its powerful bead and glared at the boat.
Then It was seen that its form was not altogether that of a aea
serpent.
Its tall was serpeiJllne, but its body was more like that or an alii·
gator, save that it bad many claws and short arms, surely a score in
all.
Tbis gave It the appearance of a strange sort of dragon, and this
was terrifying enoagh.
"Mercy on us!" cried Frank. "Who ever saw the equal of that
chapT Is be not a terrible beast?"
"Indeed, that Is true," agreed the professor. "Do you suppose It
means to attack the boat!''
"Beyond a doubt. Look out! Throw the lever our., Pomp-quick,
or it will bit usl"
But the COII)mand waa by far too late.
L
The sea dra~~;on, II auch it might be called, made a lightning-like
dart forward and struck the Sea Mole with terrific force.
The boat quivered and careened upon its sid<~. Then up it shot
like a rocket,
Up and up through the water it rushed with furious speed, and tore
its way qaickly to tbe surface.
As it leaped up into daylight all were for a moment blinded by the ·
light of the sun. Then it was seen tljat naught was about them but
the rolling waves of the Caribbean.
"By Jove!" cried the profeasor, "do you think we are safe?'
Will not the creature come to the surface a!ter us'"
"1 t bink not," cried Frank; •• at any rate we will take a littlerun away from the vicinity.''
So the Sea Mole Willi given headway and ran some miles on the
surface .before it was deemed a sure thing tllat they were not pursued by the dragon.
And all this while they knew that Barney was somewhere at the
bottom of the sea and consequently in awful peril.
It was Frank's purpose to at once return and effect the Celt'IJ
rescue. Butt first be re11lized that 1t was beat to SClfJ what particular damage the boat had suffered.
He rushed to that aide of it which bad been struck by tile dragon
and went out on deck.
There was tte spot beyond a doubt where the monster bad strack
the vesseL Be noted with something like a clnll that the plates.
were started.
Bu~ there was no leakage. If the damage was no worse than this
all was well.
He returned to the cabin, and Pomp cried:
" Wha' am we gwine to do about dat l'ishm11n, Marse Frank?"
" We are going hack 11fter !Jim at once!" rt~plied Fr.ank, "there
shall be no time loatl"
•
With which the young inventor stepped ap to the keyboard and
pressed the reservoir valve.
It was opened wide. Frank gave a start and looked about him.
The boat did not sink.
Aguin and again be called upon the valve to perform ita duty.
Each time it refused.
As tounded as well as horrified, Frank started for tbe hold.
Pentlow grasped his arm.
" What is wrong, Frankf' be asked, with pallid face.
"The reservoir valve is canght somewhere,'' said Frank, evasively~ "I am ~oing down to fix it."
·
" Can it be fl.xP.df"
For a moment the eyes of the two men met. Then Frank said:
"Oh, yes, I think so. We shall very soon know."
Pomp and the professor remained in the p1lot bouse in the direst
suspense.

/
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It seemed an age before the young inventor re.turned.
. ·
When lie carne in bls face was very pale aad Ills manner dejected. It
was hardly necl!ssary for Pent low to ask:
" Well, Frunk, bow is itT"
" The worst bus happened!" said Frank, with a shudder.
" Ab, what is that!"
•• The reservoir valve is broken, and the steel doors and tubes are
crushed, so that the Sea Mole cannot go to the bottom of the sea
again.''
" Groat heavens!''
" It is true.''
But Pe:1Liow would not yielc hope.
"Repair it," be said.
"Impoasibh•l It would have to be taken to Readestown. It would
have to be taken all apart.''
For some moments the voyagers were quite stunned with this reilectlon. Then after a time Pentlow ventured to say:
" What is to become of Barney!"
Frank shook his bead.
"His position is a serious one."
"But-surely we cannot leave him there, while we go all the way
back to Readestown? He would never be found alive!"
"I do not intend to return to Readestown and leave hlm there,"
said Frank.
•• Ah!"
"I have another piau for his rescue. It will Involve daring and
risk, but it must be taken."
. " What Ia it!"
•
"One of us most go down into the depths after him."
For a moment there wns silence. Then Pomp said:
"Golly, Marse Frank, I'se jea' de chile to do dat!''
"Do you want to assume the riskf' asked the young inventor.
"Yas sahl"
" The~ it is settled. We will go back as nearly as we can judge, to
the spot where we came to the surface. Then I shall put a cord about
your ~bould.,ra and lower you. I do not think it is more than six
hundred fathoms deep."
"l'se all ready, sahl"
It was certainly a plucky thing for the darky to under take, for the
risk was most tremendous.
There were any nu111ber or sharks and surface fish which he must
run the risk o! encountering.
An encounter with one or these might mean death.
But uo time was lost.
·
The Sea Mole made its way back to the spot where it bad emerged
from the depths. As lt afterward proved it was the exact spot.
Pomp was quickly equipped.
He was clad in a diving suit, and armed with ax and knife. He
also carried an extra coil of rope for Barney's use.
He was to give a signal to be pulled up in case or extreme danger,
such as might arise from meeting the dragon and so rortb.
Thus equipped he was lowered over the rail and disappeared from
signt.
Down he went beneath the waves. It was really a period of suspense and awful doubt to Frank and the proft>ssor.
Down and down went the line. It seemed ar: interminable length
of time before Pentlow drew a deep breath and said:
" The line Is slack, Frank!"
"He is on the bottom!''
" Yesl"
"Now look out for signals!"
"We must!''

And thus the two men leaned over the Sea Mole's rail and waited
with intense interest and suspense.
Barney, at thP bottom of the sea bad seen nothing of the dragon.
It bad got out of the way Immediately after its encounter with the

Sea Mole.
After his little setto with the shark he was not again molested by
any or the denizens of the deep.
He sat for hours as it seemed to him in the little coner of the porti·
co. In reality it was but a short while.
He wondered if this was to be hip end, if be was to die in \his man·
ner at the bottom or the sea.
While be was pluck itself and not afraid of death, yet a species of
cold horror came over him.
It was dreadful to think. that be was never to emerge from those
awful depths. That be wns never to see the sunlight or the world
again.
He thought of Readestown and of his home and friends there.
Would they mis9 him! Would he never see them again!
Then wild fancies came to him
.
He tried to calculate the nea~elt way to land. Tbe impulse was
upon blm to uy and walk tbitb.er.
I
Then be remembered that this would be a risky proceeding••
After all his best and safest method was· to waiL for the possible re·
turn of the Sea Mole.
He could not believe but that his fellow voyagers would return for
him. At least be knew that they certainly would tr it was wil bin
their power.
Thus reasoning and pondering Lime passed by quite rapidly. A
sort ol despondency had settled down upoY: the Celt 'llhen the change
came.
Suddenly looking up through tbe dark waters, he espied something
which gave him ~ thrill.
It was a star or light.
.
It came wavering and quivering down towards him. He started up
and watched lt intently.
Then down within the radius of his own helmet light there abot a
human form. One glance was enough for Barney, and no explana·
tiona were needed to tell him all.
It was Pomp.
A.nd now, dear render, draws our story neat to its end. Of course
Barney and Pomp were safely drawn to tberanrface.
The project of further exploration of t.lle depths of the Caribbean
Sea was perforce abandoned, for the submarine boat was crippled
beyond repair.
There was nothing for It but to return to Readestown, and this
was done at once. It was a long journey, but was safel7 made.
The Sea Mole was laid by for repairs. Barney and Pomp resumed
their duties about the shops.
Frank at once began work upon a new project, for be was not one
of the kind to remain idle.
The prof888or returned to Washington. His trip in quest of Katunda
and the troasure of the Six Sunken Pirates had netted hlm quite a
snug fortune, and he was well pleased.
"After all," he said, "if that ton or Katunda money had really
heen gold, lt could not have done me much more real good. I am
satis!led."
And this brings to a close our story of Frank Reade, Jr's, Submarine
Boat and the Six Sunken Pirates.
.
[tHE END.]
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84 and 16 North Moore Street. New York. P. 0. Box 2730

HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY Is the tl.tle of a very valu.
able little book just published. A complete compendium ot gamee.
sports, card diversions, comic recreations, etc., suitable for parlor or
drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the money tba.n
any book published. Sold by all newtldealers, or &end 10 cents !ol)
Frank Tousey, publisher, 34 and 86 North Moore street, New York.
a.nd receive It by return mail. l)Ost I>aid.

HOW '1'0 BECOME A GY:YNAST.-Contaluing full instructions for all
kind~ of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises. EmbrMing thirtY·
tlvo illn~<tratl<m~. By Professor W. Macdonald. A bandy and useful
book. l'ric'l10 cents. l!'or sale by every newsdealer in toe United
State~! and Cannda, or will be sent to your address, post-paid, on
receipt of the price. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 84 and 36
North Moore Street. New York. Box 2730.

BOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.-A valuable book, giving
instructions in collecting, mounting aut! preserying birds, animals
and insects. Price 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealers In the
United States and Canada, or sent to your addre•s, postage free, on
receipt of the price. Address Frank 'fousey, publisher, 84 and 86
North Moore Street, New York. Box 2730.

HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-Contalning all the leading conun·
drums of the day, nmusing riddles, curious catchAS and witty sa)'·
lugs. Price 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealers In the United
l:>tntes nnd Canada, or sent to your address, poet paid, on receipt of
the price. Address ' Frank 'l'ousey, publisher, M and 36 North
Moore Street, New York. Box .2730. ,

flOW TO BEOo.II{E A SCIENTIST.-A useful and lnStrudttve boo~> , gtV•
lng a complete treatise on chemistry; also, experiments In acoustics,
mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and directions for making :fire..
works, colored tl.ref!, and gas balloons. This book cannot be equaled.
Price 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealers, or It will be sent to your
address, postage free, on receipt of price. Addr~ss Frank Tousey,
publisher. 84 and 36 Nortl.ll\loore street. New York. Box 2730.

lfOW TO BECOME A ·,: uGWIA.N.-Oontalnlng the grcn<test as110rtmenr
of magical illusions enr placed beforl.' the public. Also, tricks witb
cards, Incantations, etc. Price 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealers,
or sent to your address, _postage free,.~upon receipt of price. Franll
Tousey, publlilher, M a.nd 86 North JD.OQ1'6 street, New York. P. G
.
Box2730.

flOW '1'0 MAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book for making all kinds
of canay, Ice-cream, syrups, essences, etc. Price 10 cents. For sale
by all newsdealers in the United States and Canada, or sent to any
address, postage free, on receipt of pril:e. Address Frank 'J'ousey,
publisher, M and 36 Nortb Moore Street, New York. Box 2731),

frapk Tousey's flapd Books.
Containing Useful Information on Almost Every Subject Unde:r the Sun. Price 10 Cents Per

C~py.

No. 1.
Napoleon's Oraculum and Dream :Beok.

No.IJ•
HOW ·TO DEC ME RICH.

No. 28.
HOW TO 'l'ELL FORTU~"ES.

Oe ntlaiainJ the great oracle of .bum an deetiay ; also the

Tb18 wondednl book preseata JOU with the example and
life experi ence ef •om• •f lhe most aoted &lld wealth y men
in t be werld, ineJadiq tbe aeli-made meu of our ee uatry .
The baek is edited by ou of the moat ncoeaafal IDBB of
tlle presen~ ace, whoee OW'ft uamvJe is in it.Aelf guide
en ou~tll for those wbo upire tft fame and money, The
book will •i•e 7e11 tile secret. Price 10 ceotL

=~b.YC:~~~~~l bfeil ~=:-o~.~~~~r~~~. tw;!il t~:~=

:=r:~r':,~':n~!:o:!dU:,~~:! ~'a:!:~e:;:fao!:!:.tb~ c-:~~
plete boek. Price 10 ceote.

No.2.
HOW '1'0 DO TRICIS.
...he areat book of maKio and card tri..,ks, ooataininc full

Jh'e1'1 oae is d4Mlinne of bo wi11g what ilia future life wiU
IJrin& fort ll, wbetber lla~h1esa or mieei'J', wenltlt or po.-.

uaea of7our friend.a. Price

to cents.

Ne. 28.
HOW TO .BECOIE A.N INVmiTOR.

No. ts.
HOW TO JLEEP A. 'WINDOW GABDEN. :::re!':r.i~il!!mk!.1~.~~:~~ ~;::~r:~~~;~;t,;~~
drauJioa, macaeUsm, o)'IWes. p:aeuma.tlca, meeba.uin, eto..
will bath amuse ud iatt.ruct . .Prioe 1& eenta.
~.~~r£.~! ::a~u::i=:n~~. ~~ds~:t~ta ';,~u~~4 Mo. T'le m« t luHruciin.book publi<ihed. Prioo10 ce11ta.
aetbode fer raiai~ beallt.lfal Aowers a t ltome . ~· nu~••
complete book of o kind <>ver publioho4. Price oeuta.
No. 30.
No.3.
HOW 'fO OOOK.
HOW TO l'LlltT.
No. J7.
~•• of tbe mest iastnaetfve books OD oookiu~ ever pnboo
HOW '1'0 DRESS.
1il:bed. It c•o tl t.&ins Teo(JJM for coGkinli! meats, fish, game
~M.ai!'o~:.odBw~~ft~~~~~::-:er~~~.·~rL·!~~f.~.\~~~
re~t~:to~;:,t!r~~D8A!t~~~itfiuC.,~!bt;~k:e~:0~8:a6; ~:

leadhag mag1eiau; every \toy ab euld o•taia a eopJ. aa it

~·~~flr:t·~r;h~ar~;~:::'::d:.::~n~~:·!}·~:'.!!r~~'!~!~:
o1d aatl )'OUBC. You C&ll•
DOt be happy withoot oao. Price 18 ceo to.

Ooatai•ioc full iHtruction in tbe art of clreaaing c.1.1d appearinc weJI at boae an4 abroad, eivtna the eelectiona of
oelore, material, a•d hew to aave them made up. Price 10
centa.

No.4.
HOW TO DANCE

No. 18.
ROlf TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.

iedaHHBtlng to enrykd7,

la tho title of a

~etb

••w and haodoomo little book juot lll.!nlo41
1

~ll::~~i,~-:r:~&tt~\~ot:: b:.r~~ot,:•;r:41°~i;~:u:~·b~~

:::.r:cr.~a:!.~•l!1,g~r;~1~~ni~ fO~!:!i.ua o• ia all popruu

u

No. 18.
FftANK TOUSEY'S
1
1
~=~~r.~~.~~~~~n~. ~~~ c:t~~~!'t t! t:t::r~~d~~\~ United States Distance 'l'ables, Pocket Com·
panlon and Guide.
~ curioull and iatorcltiD& tillage no\ aeaeral}J" k».owa..
No. Cl.
HOW TO BECOME .AN A.THLETE.

1

No. 31.
HOW TO Jll!XJO.IlE A SPEADR.

Oo&tainin« foqrteoD iUaatr&tiona, wi,..ing tbe dtfferent po-.
11tiooa requisite to b..eomo a geod •peake;r, reader aucl
One of tllo llrla:lltoat and moat valcalolo lit\le bookl
eiMutiAutet Alao cont.lnl•~ .-~rn a lrom aU the .populu
~1'&a to the world . Everr"-4r wiabea to know bow to
ocomo boautiflll, botlo malo ••• female . Tbo a..,...t Ia ::~•:;::~;:~::: :o:r~~
i:~~ mgat simple
eim~le, aad &haoat oostlesa. Read this Hok aad be Hll•
rillced bow to llecemo beautiful. Price 10 ceate.

No.5.
HOW TO MAim LOVE.I

10 oeote.

u4 eyst•ra : also l'itei pu •t 4in~s. u lc ea and. all kinds ol
:::::-r~r-:!:.~r~o:]:o~ol::~·t~ :~:e,!i: e.fi by ODI ef our molt

..Crpri:e1o

No. 32.
HOW TO RIDE A. Blt'YCLE.

H .. doom ely illustrated, aad oeatalalq fuR dirootiooo I•

=itha..t.;.::'ti~in~.:~r~t:!:~~~ di~ :l:':i ~:~·~~~l{!~!:l
1

a mac.biDo. PrJee 10 ceata .

G1Tin1r ltho o!Bolal diotaocM oa all the railroado ot the
United t!tataa &ad Onada. Aloe, toble of diatoocea lor
water to foreia• port.a. back fares ha tbe prlnei~ citie.,,

No. 33.
HOW TO BEHA.VE.

=~l:t!f.~d ::!~~·~.u ;~bu-:::J~·~~i~:ele•ce::.lllOBti ~~!::a.':J :::.r!:,~:!Jt!::::~~~o~-=:~o:~r: =~~
advaaU..e at partiflll, balla, tbe theater, charcll, aad ia the
No.20.
:!.!~;J'.·!:~:~el:'t~ab:rizod~e~tih'y ~~~~~~r!:!~!ft•
drawill& room. Price 10 costa.
How to Entertain an Even~ Party.
o•er lixtt illlMlratfona. Cr, ~•Y oa• beoeme atro•g a~
~UlJ' 1 fellowha.f Ute iutruotioaa ceatained. ia tb•
No. 34.
A
'fOr)'
'f&lnable
little
b.,.;;
just
publiabed
.
A
eompleto
book. l'rice 1 CODtL
eompendiom of &Amu, apo.;ot.e. card.-4beraiona, eo•ic
HOW TO FENCE.
reoreatioaa, etc., aoitt-.ble for parlor or drAwina-room enGiTioa full iBitnctlon for tho uoo ef olumb-bolla, India

tortainment. It oontaioa more for the mone.r thaa ..,
boek pabliolled. Prloe18 cents.
.

BOW TON:ii'EP BlltDS.
Bandaome17 Ulastrate<l anol coatah.l~ hill lutrt~otlolli
for 'be ma•i:l:meat aid traiaiac ef tlla ..DUJ, meokina·
bird, bebel'
lolackbird, paroqao'- p ..... t, ok., etc. Price
10 cellta.

No. a.
HOW TO BECOME A. SCID"TTST.
A uaohll allol l.,.troctlve beek. ai•iog a cemploto treatlee
on o&em.letrJ'; at.o, experimeat.B iu aoeuatioe, mecbanice,
mathematin, ehemim,., . . . direct.ioBe fer aakiac fire;!~.:\".!l'.re1-~;:aio•:.'../:.~ loall. .ll& Tlaia book cannot

No.9.
HOW TO BECOllE .A VENTRILOQUIST.
87 Barry Keane~ The aeoret gi.-ea awa7. E••rJ in~llt••nt bo7 readi~ Ia book ef iastructions, ~1 a tractioal
XNfOMOr !d•lloo ~~~• m•ltihdoo
Di]rbt with io wellertul imlt&Uoa~) , caa muter the art. aad ereate &D7
-oaa\ of tan for bimael! au41 fri ..ds. It II tho _.eeten
beck e•er puhlisllo41, &lld tllero'a millioas Cof fun) iJl it.
PriM10ooaloo.
·

•••1'1

No. 21.
HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.

Tho mo.R com)>loto llaatlo• and !Iobin• pido 8'fOr pobliahed. It coataiaa full instructions abeut gut.a, boating A oompleto aool uoefal littlo book, contalnia• U.o 1111•
~~ otr:~~!r:!'l\l".\.""tJ!b;8~!":.•tbor with deecrlp. and rea:ulatiooa of billlardo, ll..atollo, b&el<a&11UIUIIlo quet. demi•oee, etc. Prtoe 18 oeute.

No.22.
HOW TO DO SECOND SlGHT.
¥:~•'':.:U~~ •k;b\.1:rlal:!! t~! !'.,i;r!~r:/:f.::"!':::e
carried on ~etween tte m~ciau ••-' tbe be7 on t&e eta,ae;
:~.:!~U!:~, t:O:~e;1 ::t~ 'lfri:~·io ;:n·u~•IJ

t'be an of eelf-def011.1e made oul. 0..\alaln• onr t'llirb
Uhlatratiou e1 ~r••· blowa a a the diftereat poeitieae of

::.IT:.~::!V. -~:! j~:¥i\dt!!'!:i;.~·:.".! f!t':x".:T~

O)lt &lllutructor. Prl" 10 cellta.

No. 11.
HOW TO WRITE LOVE·LE'I"l'ERS.

1

No. 13.
How to Do It; or, Beok of Etf.nett.e.
Ia. 11 a Creat life aeeret, and one tbat •••~ Joung mall dellend 10 oento &D ••t it. 'l' bore'o
beppi.ll... io it.

eireo to kaow all abeu$.

No. 14.
HOW TO MAKE CANDY.

0

~:dd~ ~-!~=~- ~::~:.~!~ tk~ ~k~f t~t!~cljlri!.&3'~

No. 38.
HOW TO BECOHE YOU:R OWN HCTOB.

No.24.
HOW TO lfJUTE LE'I"l'ERS TO GENTLE· !~ro':."r:','::.~..:i::..~!~':r~~-::~~c:.:..'!~~e:I,:::
1

l':.!"r~:!' f':,~"~!::\~mt~":: "f.!ro.''fa= ell-.

JUN• .

Oeataloiq foil dtroctlona fer writlna to tr. .tlemoa on all
eubjoeto; iloo .;•l•• 11o111plo letters for laatrootioa. Price
10 ceate.

No.25.

No. 39.

Do~rs, Pealtry, Pigeons a_.
Bab~lt&.
A UI!Ofnl and laotruothe book. HadoomeiJ lltaatrate4.
BJ Ira Drofraw. ::'rice 10 eeata.

How te Raise

No. 4ct.
HOW TO IAD A.ND

~ET

TRAPS.

Jncludin1< hiata oa bew to ea'-11 'Melee, Woaeela. Otter,

No.2&.
~~~al~Y.I~t!.~\:t -r;'"J. tJ::J:.";.,~o i!'::lri~~lc!'!i
HOW TO ROW, SAIL A.ND BUILD A BO.lT. cent..
Full7 illuotrated. En..,. bcr should kaew b.ow to ,..., and
No. 41.
u.h a boat. Fall iuatru.ctiloDI are 1iv•• in thie1ittle beet.,
toc&tbor witlt inatructioDI on awunminc &IUl ridi111, OOJD- Tlte Boys of New Yerk EDd Men's Joke :Rook.
pallieu 1porta to beatina. ~oe 10 oenta.
No. 27.
HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECI·
TA'fiONS.

OoataioiDI' A creat. varle~ ef tbo latest jokes usod b7 tho
aGSt famous eDd m.ell.
o amateur minstrela ia complete
wltheat Ulio wooolorful Httle boek. Price 10 oeata.

No. 42.
The Beys ef New York Stump S~er.

g~'t!~~?a,e~~~ Wr & !c'b ~~~!:~ V!~::e ~:rt:::'~i':.~ ~~~!~.ffr1':.ie~i~':"~~~~~f:f.!.8 Pj;:~~~.,Nt~
01

0

1

1

.&. oomplele hand-book for maki.ll• all kindo of c&llcl7, 1 - pieceo, tc•eth.or witb ma07 otoo4ard readiDSL Prieo U
ceote.
---., B7fllpl, . . .aoee, e$o... etc, Price 10 oeuta.

For sale by all' newsdealers, or sent, post·paid, upon re.ceipt of price

Box 2730,

Ne. 37.
HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.

It ceotalno informatlea fer e•er1bed7, be71, 8lrla, and women; lhrill to,..b rea b.,.,. to .,aJ<o almeel oat'tloi-a
arcnand the houee, &ucla ae tJArlor oraaaealle. bracket'
Jl:nry'bo47 droa.. o. from tho little child to the &JOd mau MlWe&M. moll. . barpo, aad bird lime fw cto$Oidq blrda.
••• womaa. 'l'Bil httle boek :i••• tbe explanatJOil to aiJ Prlce11 coate.
·

direc\loaa for
HOW TO BECOKE A GplN.A.ST.
wrttlaa love-let•ers. and w~oa to •ee them; aiM •l•lq
oo.. toi•iag fall ••••raatioaa fer all kln4a of ~mnaatio
-u..on letters for beth 7eun• and ol41. Prloe 10 ceate.
aoene ud atblet.ie exerct.... Emltraci•a t.Birt~- ,... illaat<ationo. 117 p,..reeeer W. Macdoual41. A han 1 aaol ,._
No. 12.
fnl boelr:. l'rioo 10 oeDt'AI.
Gi'f'lq oemploto lostructiooo fer wrltiD' !otters to ladioe
=~~ubfr~!! ; &~:si~tters of iDtrodu~tien, notes and re-

Oe•tailli&lf all tlloleuluc oonUJ>dnao of tile dar, amuolq
riddlM, curioua catclloe aad witt7 0071...-. Prloe 11 ceotL

Ne.23.
HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAllS.

' A moe• oomplotelittle book. -tal•l•• hill

ROW TO WRITE LET'l'ERS TO I.ADIES.

No. 36.
HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDKUJlS.

autkentie

eenta

No. 10.
HOW TO BOX.

Ooataiala• fui!JootructiOB for foacloa: and tho 11M of the
broa4ewerd; al•o iaatruotion iD aroaery . Deaoribecl witb

r:1:!~i::~ ·A~:;.·~i!t:·~~o·~.!ir:!!':~..t peeitloa
No. 315.
HOW TO PLA.Y G.UIES.

for home aauuemnt ""' amat...r abo,...

Prlee10 cellta.

Add~ess

FRANK ·TOUSEY, Publisher, 34 &·36 North Moore Street, .New York.

Latest Issues of

Latest Issues of

5

Frank Reade Library

YouNG SLEUTH LIBRARY.

By"Noname."

By the author of "Young Sleuth."

Price 5 Cents.

Price 5 Cents.

THE

cENT

ITDMIIT LIBRARY.

No.
C6 'l'he ShortJB Out

~·ishing,

by Peter Pad

rr ~~b ~~Wi~t~ &~ty~~~~~n~~tion Drum::!e;.eter
Pad
by Peter Pad
f8 Sassy Sam: or, A BootbJaok'a Voyage Arouud

the World.

~ I~~Jio~~~~~i:~~·g},~~~~.

by 1Jou1wodore Ab Leok

brb~~:t¥e!:~~

51 Dandy Dick, the Doctor's Son; or, 'l' be VillaR"e
'ferror,
br 'l'om 'feaser
52 Sasey ~am Sumner. A S$qu~l to 11 S&MJ Sam ."
by Uommodore Ah-I.ook
53 Tbe Jolly Travelers; or, Around the World for
.Fun,
by Peter Pad
~ ~~~3~1::.t{&!S~~~t":ild West,
b~~!::t1re!:~~
fi6 Cheeky and Chipper; or, 'l'hrongb 'l' bick and

Tbin,
by Uommodore Ah-Look
6'1 T\wo Hard Nut&; or. A 'l'erm of ]:'un at Ur.
OraokAm'a Academy,
by Sam Smiley
68 The ~hortys• Country Store,
by Peter Pad
a.q Muldoon's Vacation,
by 'l'om Teal!ler

:l82 '/.~:~;
~iwd:r~~~::~t Left
bJb~·!r:tT~!:~·:
Joseph jump and His Old Blind Nag, by Peter Pad

83 'l'wo in a Box; or. The Long and Short ot It,
by Tom Teaaor
64: The Sborty Kids; or, Three Obip!l of l'bree Old
Blocks,
by Peter Pad
65 .Mike Monuinness; or, Travel in& for Pleasure.

bt;r~r:-Jrer:J

66 Tbe Sbort1a' Christmas Snaps

;;7 'l'he .Mounce '!'wins, or, 'l'be ifwo Woret Boys 10
tbe World,
by Sam Smiley
68 N1mble Nip, the Imp of the Sobool,
by·Tom Teaaer
19 S"'We~:::'pt ~:.S~::. York Drummer; or,bB~!i:;sPnd
70 Muldoou Out West,
bt~'om Teaser

1

~~ ~~~a~~~itS:e\~~~:~an
by \·ot;:t~re!:e~
73 A .Rollina: :Stone; or, Jack Ready's Life or Fun,

Educa~io:."ter Pad
by Tom Teaaer
or, 'l'ravelingWith a Circus,
br, Peter Pad

7' An Old Boy; or, Maloney After
T~mblingTim;

75

'

~~ ~:~~it~!~a;{·~~:~~~tS~r~;~~~·

b),:·~:Jre~J

78 .Muldoon. the Solid Mau,
by 'fom Te~L&er
79 Joe Junk, the \Vbaler; or, Anywhere for lfun,
by Peter Pad
SO Tbe Deacon's ~on ; or, 'l'he Imp of the VHhtR'e.
81 Behind the Scenes; or, Out Witb a

b~r:y;!-~tuer

Combination.
by Peter Pad
The Funny l~'our,
by Peter Pad
Muldoon 's Base Ball Olub,
by 'l'om Teaser
Muldoon's Base Bu.ll Club in Boston, by Tom 'fewer
A Had l£gjit': or1. Hard to Crack,
by 'l'om l'e&ser
Satn; or, 'J'he 'roublesome ~~oundlingby Peter Pad

8'.!
83

84
85
86

8T Muldoon's Base !loll Club in Pbila~ei~~~Teaser

Jimmy Grimes; or, Sharp, Smart and Jassy,
by Tom •reaser
Lt~e His
Dad,
by Peter Pnd
90 ~f:nldoo n's Picnic,
'
by '!'om 'feae;or
91 Little Tommy Bounce on His Travels: or, D(loing
88

89 Little Temmy Bouoce; or. Something

Bo:rdi~~~S~g~~n~r. Snm Bowser at W'o~kt:~dPad
Play.
by Peter Pad
93 Ned Ooor; or, 'l' he Irish 'fwins,
by 'l'om '1'en.ser
94 The Aldermen Sweeneys of New Y~rk,
by Tom Teaser
95 A Bad Boy's Note Book,
by" Ed"
116 A Bad Boy at !School,
b7 •• Ed·"
97 Jimmy Grimes, Jr. ; or, the Torment of t.he Vit. J
lage,
hy •rom Tenser
f8 Jack and Jim; or, Rackets and Scrat•es at
School,
by 'l'om 'l'eaRet
99 1'be Book A~ent's Luck,
by" Jo;d"
92

~~ ~~~\~~~~:: B~~t~~~~~n~use,

~~ ~~~~ ~:::::~

102 'l'be ')'raveling Dude: or, •rhe Comical Adventures of Clarence Fitz Roy Jonea, by 'l'um 'l'easer
103 Senator I\ I u1doon.
by 'l'om Teasel"
104 'l'~~:~:~k:~.~iostrels; or. Working ~beP~t~~ePad
105 1'he Comical Adventures of 'Iwo Du:rea,
by 'l'om Teaser

~~ ~~:~gg~: ~~= ~~: ~j~:t lt.

g~ :t:~: ~:::::~

108 Billy Moas; or, From One Thing tG Another.
by Tom Teaaer
1~ Truthful Jack; or, On Board the Nancy Jane,
by ·rom Tfla.ser
H~ ~~~dfi!!:~~·~rs!;iG:~,e.i.:: ;~~:· h!>~·~~~~ 'feaser
by Peter Pad
112 Johnny Brown & Oo. At SohooJ; or. Tho Deao-.
113

.

114
116
116

Ji~~:sJ~g' a;n~i'JP~t~ ·~~i.c~1~iuee Hardb~'"i~'t!ett,P•d

OrACk',
by 'l'om l'euer
Stnarl .I; Co ., lhe Boy Peddloro,
by Poter Pad
Tbe Two Boy Clowns; o•, A Summer With a
by 'l'om Teuer
Uirous.
Benny llounce; or, A Block of \be Old Uhip,
by Peter Pad
Young Diok Plunket; 01", The Trials ~t.nd 'frib-

L a test I ssues of

No .
62 Frank Reade .Jr. 'a Electric Ice Boat; or, Lost in tbe
Land of Crimson Sno 1v. Part II.
63 Frank Reade. Jr. , and His E1utine or the Clouds: or,
Obased Around the World in the Sky.
6' Frank Reade 1 Jr.'s EJectt1c Ol•clontt; or, Tllrilling Adventures in No llan'a Land. :Part I .
65 Frank Reade. Jr.'s Electric Cycloue; or, 'l'brilliug Ad·
ventures in No :lolan'a La.nd. Purt II.
66 Th~r~~r~:!r!r:~eih~}j~~~k 01fi~~es;:: ' in Search
61 Frank Reade, Jr.. and Hi.s Electric Ail·- Boat; or, Hunt.0

0

Th~ \1!~tt ft~a:::{ o'r~ ~~~:;!l: ·aeade, Jr.

Among the
Cowboya With bia New Eleel.rie Uarwvan.
69 trrk~a~~~3r~,~~hekr:~~~sf1i~Sr~r~_'l'rip of Frank
70 :F 'rank Reade, Jr. , and .S.is JUeotric Prairie Schooner;
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